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Abstract

The fundamental constraints governing the flow of energy through consumer-resource sys-

tems ultimately determines the structure and dynamics of food webs. As this is true gen-

erally, it is also true for plant-herbivore systems, where herbivores must compete with each

other to obtain sufficient caloric return. Because diverse herbivore communities are com-

posed of species spanning a large range in body sizes, the different life histories imposed

by these body sizes, the different effects of mortalities upon them, and the different effects

these species have on their resources interact in complex ways, perhaps playing a role in

determining the conditions for coexistence. This dissertation describes a complex of ways in

which herbivore body size governs the existence and coexistence of populations over three

scales of inquiry: pair-wise consumer resource dynamics, adaptive food-webs, and food-webs

in environmental and historical contexts.

Firstly, we construct a minimal consumer-resource dynamic system where the vital rates

determining life history attributes are established on process-based energetic trade-offs. For

this system, we derive the timescales associated with four alternative sources of mortality for

terrestrial mammals: starvation from resource limitation, mortality associated with aging,

consumption by specialist to generalist predators, and mortality introduced by subsidized

harvest. The incorporation of these allometric relationships into the consumer-resource

system illuminates central constraints that may contribute to the structure of mammalian

communities. Our framework reveals that while starvation largely impacts smaller-bodied

species, external predation and subsidized harvest primarily influence larger-bodied species.

Finally, we predict the harvest pressure required to induce mass-specific extinctions as well

as the predator-prey mass ratios at which dynamic instabilities form that may limit the

feasibility of megaherbivore populations

Secondly, we expand the minimal consumer-resource model of Chapter 1 into an n-

dimensional plant-herbivore food web model, and where foraging behaviors are adaptive.

ix



In addition, we explore three alternative relationships between body-mass and diet-breadth:

that of increasing breadth with mass, decreasing breadth with mass, and a non-linear rela-

tionship with high diet breadth for large and small herbivores. Our results demonstrate that

our approach accurately captures macroecological patterns such as Damuth’s Law. We ob-

serve that the negative mass-breadth relationship maximizes herbivore survival, while the

competitive dynamics of plant-herbivore systems heavily favours larger consumers, with

smaller consumers adaptively avoiding competitive overlap to enable persistence. Finally,

communities with high levels of dietary overlap, where small consumers cannot escape pre-

dation, display consistently reduced richness.

Thirdly, we investigate mammalian herbivore body-mass distributions through the al-

lometric, adaptive, plant-herbivore food-webs of Chapter 2 over two broad environmental

axes: closed vs open environments and humid vs arid environments. The incorporation

of diverse historical mass-distributions with environmental scenarios provides insight into

the relationship between distribution structure and community stability. Our framework

demonstrates that broad separation in body-mass increases community stability. It shows

that large gaps in body-size can reverse the normally positive mass-fitness relationship. It

shows that the distinction between humid and arid environments does not alter the patterns

of herbivore competition that govern community stability. Finally, the distinction between

closed and open environments can substantially alter competitive outcomes as closed envi-

ronments can provide more opportunities for niche partitioning by smaller herbivores.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I began this PhD with a couple of concrete objectives. As a ‘mature’ student, I wanted

to make sure I had the technical skills for gainful employment outside of the academy and

I wanted to make some sort of contribution to using food-web modelling for paleoecology

and conservation. I iterated through quite a number of different projects and plans for

meeting those goals. The problem space I whittled myself down to was the mysteries of

plant-herbivore interactions. The work presented here is an extension (or perhaps a kind of

prequel) to my earlier attempts to unravel the the ways in which food-webs are constructed

so that they can be anticipated.

There are two major reasons this issue of predicting food-webs is of interest. One

motivation is primarily scientific, to be able to accurately reconstruct ecosystems from the

past. Food-webs are not physical objects that are preserved in a fossil record. A food-web is

an abstraction. It’s a type of model we use to draw a border around the movement of energy

through trophic interactions. To understand food-webs of the past we need mappings from

observable things like fossils to the network of trophic interactions that we call a food-web.

Part of this is accomplished through understanding how the physical traits of consumers

interact with the traits of plants to create the landscapes of profitability that that lead to

diets. These trait-to-diet mappings are also what we need for the second major motivation,

predicting the rewiring of food-webs in the future. Responding to climate change and

restoring ecosystems both require a strong predictive capacity. We need to know how

existing ecosystems are likely to change with shifts in climate in order to accurately triage

and manage them. Restoring ecosystems through reintroduction regimes, like rewilding,

requires a similar capacity to predict the effects of species introductions. The necessity of

1
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food-web prediction for both climate change adaptation and ecosystem restoration makes

the issue a significant scientific bottleneck in our ability to meet the needs of the future.

The question I started with was “How do you predict the structure of food-webs from

traits available in the fossil record?”. It turned out that while we can do quite a bit of

this for predator-prey interactions, herbivory is a high-dimensional problem [11] and there

is too much undiscovered country to dive right in to the deep-end. In the details: mouths

and dentition meet plant structure and defenses [12], physiology meets toxins [13], nutrients

meet the complex bio-chemical reactors that are mammal guts [14], and so on. These are

the entanglements on the banks of herbivory that make the modeler’s spherical cows into

something like actual cows. The details are scientifically interesting and vitally important

to our ability to predict food-web structure in the ways that I had originally intended.

Unfortunately, we do not understand enough of the basic dynamics of herbivore body-mass

to do justice to the those weedy nuances. The question I arrived at is “How does body-mass

influence the structure and dynamics of terrestrial mammalian herbivore communities?” and

so, despite all of my efforts to the contrary, this is a dissertation about the size of spherical

cows.

Herbivore body-mass is understood in the way a shaken puzzle box is understood. Em-

pirical researchers have done some amazing work compiling quantitative relationships like

metabolic rate [15], chewing rate [16], and fecal particle size [17] that all scale with mass.

What has been lacking is a coherent assembly of these rates, with sufficient metabolic

detail, into a consumer-resource system that could be built up to understand complex dy-

namics. The model from the Justin Yeakel’s work on starvation dynamics [18] serves as

the foundation for the work that I have done here because it is one of the few models that

tackles herbivory at, what I believe to be, an appropriate resolution for building towards a

predictive food-web ecology.

Resolution is a pernicious problem in scientific modelling. The journey from a good

question to identifying the right scale of model for an answer can be a difficult one. The

tendency in studies of herbivory is to either model at very fine scales, like partitioning

sward-height [19] or guts-as-chemical-reactors [14], or to model at very broad scales, like

lumping all plants into a single resource pool [20]. If the goal is to predict the structure of

a future (or past) food-web, the fine-scale model cannot generalize far beyond its original

use case and the broad-scale model lacks the detail to say much of anything about internal

system dynamics. I think the greatest success of the work presented here is in striking a
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balance that allows us to partition communities along the foundational trait (body-mass)

but to do so in a way that generalizes, allows us to ask big questions, and is well suited for

adding additional layers of hairy detail.

The three chapters of research that follow this introduction all deal with the same

foundational model of how energy flows from a plant resource population into a mammalian

herbivore population, as modulated by the body-mass of the herbivore species. The work

picks up right where Justin Yeakel’s starvation dynamics work [18] leaves off. We first

collapse the 3D starvation system into a 2D consumer-resource system and then build from

an exploration of the 2D system all the way up to the dynamics of plant-herbivore food-webs

in specific historical contexts.

In chapter 2, we articulate the 2D consumer-resource system and ask, how do different

assumptions about the nature of mortality interact with body-size to influence population

density? We find important differences in which mortalities are major threats to small

herbivores or large herbivores. Findings that highlight the importance of clarifying our

assumptions about allometric scaling in mortality.

In chapter 3, we expand the 2D system into an n-dimensional plant-herbivore food-web

and ask, how does body-size structure herbivore competition? This is accomplished by

exploring the relationship between body-size, diet-breadth, and adaptive foraging behavior.

We find a strong pattern of competitive superiority in large-bodied herbivores that highlights

the necessity of dietary partitioning over body-size to achieve co-existence.

In chapter 4, we ask how does environmental context influence our expectations of the

outcome of herbivore competition? We do this through the addition of historical body-

mass distributions from throughout the Cenozoic as well as some simple assumptions about

the how environmental context structures the plant community. We find that the details

of a body-mass distribution can alter, or even reverse, normal relationships between mass

and persistence as well as finding major impacts from the evolution and expansion of open

environments through the Cenozoic.

This is a detailed study of how the first layer of biological realism forms the foundation

for plant-herbivore interactions and governs the survival of mammalian herbivores more

broadly. As a whole, it is the work I wish I had access to when I started in 2016. The model

is a scaffolding for all of that wonderful detail we need to define realistic communities and

I have at least another six years worth of questions I could ask about it. I hope you find it,

and our results, half as intriguing as I do.



Chapter 2

On the Dynamics of Mortality and

the Ephemeral Nature of

Mammalian Megafauna

2.1 Abstract

The vital rates constraining energy flow through consumer-resource interactions largely vary

as a function of body size. These allometric relationships govern the dynamics of popula-

tions, and the energetic constraints induced by different sources of mortality influence small-

to large-bodied species in different ways. Here we derive the timescales associated with four

alternative sources of mortality for terrestrial mammals: starvation from resource limita-

tion, mortality associated with aging, consumption by specialist to generalist predators,

and mortality introduced by subsidized harvest. The incorporation of these allometric rela-

tionships into a minimal consumer-resource dynamic system illuminates central constraints

that may contribute to the structure of mammalian communities. Our framework reveals

that while starvation largely impacts smaller-bodied species, the allometry of senescence is

expected to be more difficult to observe. In contrast, external predation and subsidized har-

vest primarily influence larger-bodied species. The inclusion of predation mortality reveals

mass thresholds of mammalian herbivores at which dynamic instabilities limit the feasibility

of megaherbivore populations. Moreover, we show how these thresholds vary with predator-

prey mass ratios, a relationship that is little understood within terrestrial systems. Finally,

4
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we predict the harvest pressure required to induce mass-specific extinction, and compare

these values to estimates from episodes of both paleontological and historical megafaunal

exploitation.

2.2 Introduction

Consumer-resource interactions are the fundamental unit from which complex food webs

arise [21]. In such dynamics the rates governing transitions of biomass and energy from

one species to another are largely determined by body sizes [22]. Specifically, the allo-

metric relationships between consumer body mass and metabolic rate constrain energetic

assimilation [23], storage [24], and growth [25], all of which govern the dynamics of popula-

tions [18, 26–28]. Because allometrically-constrained models of population dynamics apply

generally across large taxonomic clades, they are useful for examining dynamic constraints

that may contribute to community structure across macroevolutionary timescales [18, 29].

Furthermore, examination of community dynamics at these scales enables the investigation

of extinct communities where body size distributions were different than those in contem-

porary ecosystems [4, 30,31].

The dynamics of populations represent an energetic balance between reproduction and

mortality [32]. While reproduction is typically predictable from allometric scaling relation-

ships [33], mortality has a variety of forms that do not all scale similarly. Mortality originates

from both internal and external drivers, where the former depends on an organism’s internal

state to initiate death. For example, senescence and starvation involve physiological states

that change with respect to clock time, metabolic rate, and resource depletion [18, 34]. In

contrast, external drivers of mortality consist of an outside force that induces death more

independently of an organism’s internal state, such as mortality due to natural predation

or subsidized anthropogenic harvest. Often mortality occurs through correlations between

internal and external drivers, where for example, the starvation state of prey may alter the

success rates of predators [35]. While virtually all primary consumer populations must deal

with the effects of resource limitation, aging, and predation, the effects of harvesting are

uniquely limited to those species serving as resources for human populations [36].

How do different sources of mortality impact the dynamics of mammalian populations?

Here we construct a general consumer-resource framework to examine mammalian herbivore

populations as a function of consumer body sizeMC , as well as size-dependent vulnerability
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to different internal and external pressures. Our approach integrates relationships governing

specific physiology and assimilation timescales from a process-based energetic perspective

[25]. Our model is low-dimensional and compact, [18] but due to it’s close connection

to fundamental energetic mechanism it is also capable of reproducing observed large-scale

empirical patterns of mammalian communities. We begin by describing our approach,

reproducing key macroecological relationships such as Damuth’s law [1], and then examining

how changes to energetic parameters impact these predictions. We then derive timescales

associated with four sources of mortality experienced by mammalian consumers: i) natural

mortality, ii) starvation mortality, iii) natural predation, and iv) subsidized anthropogenic

harvesting. By examining each source of mortality in turn, our framework illuminates

central constraints governing mass-specific behaviors, strategies, and risks experienced by

mammalian consumers.

Our results reveal four key insights into the constraints structuring mammalian com-

munities. First, our allometric consumer-resource system accurately captures both the

central tendency and variability of Damuth’s law, suggesting that the included vital rates

accurately capture mass-specific dynamics. Second, our results demonstrate that natural

and starvation mortality deferentially impact small mammals, confirming expectations, and

point to why the allometric effects of senescence are difficult to observe in nature. Third, we

detail the differences in how mortality from specialist or generalist predators induce popu-

lation instabilities for large-bodied herbivores. We also show that the body size at which

these instabilities occur is dependent on the prevailing predator-prey mass ratios (PPMRs).

Finally, we evaluate the harvest pressure required to induce mass-specific extinction, and

show that our predictions are comparable to estimates of both paleontological and historical

exploitation of mammalian megafauna.

2.3 Allometric Consumer-Resource Model

We model a consumer-resource interaction, where the resource R (g/m2) grows logistically

with intrinsic growth rate α to a carrying capacity k, and declines due to consumption by

an herbivore consumer population C (g/m2) (Eq. 2.3). Consumed resources govern both

consumer somatic maintenance and reproduction. The rate of consumption to fuel somatic

maintenance is given by ρ, and is independent of resource density, as these are invariant

requirements of the consumer population [18]. In contrast, the rate of consumption to fuel
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reproduction is proportional to resource density and is given by λC(R)/YC , where λC(R) is

the consumer growth rate and YC is the consumer yield coefficient, or the grams of consumer

produced per gram of resource consumed. As in DeLong & Vasseur [37], the consumer’s

growth rate λC(R) follows Michaelis-Menton (Type II) kinetics as a function of the resource

density R, where the maximum growth is λmax
C and the resource half-saturation density is

k̂ = k/2, such that

λC(R) = λmax
C

(
R

k̂ +R

)
. (2.1)

While the consumer population density grows at rate λC(R), we assume for now that

consumer mortality is a function of both natural mortality µ and starvation σ(R), where

the rate of starvation

σ(R) = σmax

(
1− R

k

)
(2.2)

increases as resources become scarce. In this context, σmax is the maximal rate of starvation

that occurs when the environment is devoid of resources. The full system describing resource

and consumer dynamics is given by

d

dt
C = λC(R)C − (µ+ σ(R) + ...)C,

d

dt
R = αR

(
1− R

k

)
−
(
λC(R)

YC
+ ρ

)
C, (2.3)

where the ‘...’ denotes where additional mortality terms, described later, will be included.

The dynamic outcomes of this system of equations include two trivial steady states at

(R∗ = 0, C∗ = 0) and (R∗ = k,C∗ = 0), and one internal steady state where both the

consumer and resource population coexist. Because the internal steady state cannot be

concisely written, we do not report it here. See Table 2.1 for a description of parameters.

The rate laws describing resource consumption as well as consumer growth and mor-

tality all vary as a function of consumer body mass MC , where the consumer is assumed

to be a mammalian herbivore, and the resource is an unspecified primary producer with

characteristic growth rate α, carrying capacity k, and energy density Ed. We approach the

derivation of vital rates with respect to consumer mass by solving for multiple timescales

associated with ontogenetic growth, maintenance, and expenditure. The growth of an indi-

vidual consumer from birth mass m = m0 to its reproductive size m = 0.95MC is given by

the solution to the general balance condition B0m
η = Emṁ+Bmm, where Em is the energy
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needed to synthesize a unit of biomass, Bm is the metabolic rate to support an existing unit

of biomass, and the metabolic exponent η = 3/4 [25]. From this balance condition, the time

required for an organism starting from mass m1 to reach mass m2 follows

τ(m1,m2) = ln

(
1− (m1/MC)

1−η

1− (m2/MC)1−η

)
M1−η

C

a(1− η)
(2.4)

where a = B0/Em. From this general equation, we calculate the timescale of reproduction

for an herbivore consumer of mass MC as tλ = τ(m0, 0.95MC), such that the reproductive

rate is λmax
C = ln(ν)/tλ, where ν = 2 is the set number of offspring per reproductive

cycle [18, 38]. The consumer yield coefficient is given by YC = MCEd/Bλ (g consumer

per g resource), where Bλ is the lifetime energy use required to reach maturity Bλ =´ tλ
0 B0m(t)ηdt, and the maintenance rate is given by ρ = B0M

η
C/MCEd [18].

To determine the rate of mortality from starvation, we calculate the time required for an

organism to metabolize its endogenous energetic stores, estimated from its cumulative fat

and muscle mass, where the remaining mass is given byM starve
C =MC−(M fat

C +Mmusc
C ) (see

Table 2.1). During starvation, we assume that an organism burns its existing endogenous

stores as its sole energy source, where the balance condition is altered to ṁE′
m = −Bmm,

where E′
m is the amount of energy stored in a unit of biomass (differing from the amount

of energy used to synthesize a unit of biomass Em). The starvation timescale is then given

by

tσmax = −M
1−η
C

a′
ln(M starve

C /MC), (2.5)

where a′ = B0/E
′
m, such that the starvation rate is the σmax = 1/tσmax .

To determine the rate of mortality from aging, we note that population cohorts experi-

ence two primary sources of natural mortality: the initial cohort mortality rate q0 and the

annual rate of increase in mortality as the cohort ages, or the actuarial aging rate, qa over

lifetime tℓ. We begin by assuming that the number of survivors over time follows a Gompertz

relationship [18,33] from which we can derive the average rate of natural mortality

µ =
q0
qatℓ

(
exp(qatℓ)− 1

)
. (2.6)

The three parameters (q0, qa, tℓ) each have well-documented allometric relationships for

terrestrial mammals, such that natural mortality can be written as a function of consumer

mass µ(MC) (see Supplementary Materials Appendix I).
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We emphasize that while the sizes of physiological biomass compartments are obtained

from empirically-measured relationships, the rates determining biomass flux are derived

from process-based energetic relationships. Together, the allometric rate laws and the dy-

namic system presented in Eq. 2.3 allow us to assess the dynamics of consumer-resource

systems for mammalian herbivores spanning the observed range of terrestrial body sizes,

from the smallest (the Etruscan shrew at roughly 1 g) to the largest (the Oligocene parac-

eratheres and Miocene deinotheres at ca. 1.5 − 1.74 × 107 g) [39]. We next examine how

this minimal framework is well-suited to provide general insight into several key allomet-

ric constraints that contribute to the functioning and limitations of terrestrial mammalian

communities.
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Table 2.1: Model parameters and values/units

Definition Parameter Value/Units

Resource
density R g/m2

reproduction rate α 1/s
carrying capacity k g/m2

Consumer
density C g/m2

body mass MC g

body mass theshold M†
C g

theoretical max Cmax g/m2

timescale of growth from m1 to m2 τ(m1,m2) s
reproduction rate λmax

C 1/s
yield coefficient YC (g/m2 C)/(g/m2 R)
maintenance rate ρ 1/s
natural mortality rate µ 1/s
starvation rate σ 1/s
harvest rate h 1/s

Predator
steady state intercept P0 8.62× 10−4 inds/m2 [40]
steady state density P ∗ P0M

−0.88
P inds/m2 [40]

body mass MP g

body mass theshold M†
P g

theoretical max Pmax g/m2

growth rate λmax
P 1/s

yield coefficient YP (g/m2 P )/(g/m2 C)
specialization f (0,1)

Prop. change starvation rate χs (-0.99,1)
PPMR intercept v0 1.18× 105 g
PPMR slope v1 0.19
Prop. change PPMR intercept χint (-0.99,2)
Prop. change PPMR slope χslope (-0.99,2)

Extinction-inducing harvest rate h† 1/s

Extinction-inducing harvest pressure ψ† inds/yr/ACA

Post-harvest fraction consumer density ϵ 0.01
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2.4 Results and Discussion

2.4.1 Recovering Damuth’s mass-density relationship

Our consumer-resource system is related to the nutritional state model (NSM) proposed

in Yeakel et al. [18], where an explicit starvation dynamic was incorporated by separating

the consumer population density into ‘full’ and ‘hungry’ states. Here we eliminate the

transition between full and hungry states. Because the timescales of transitioning between

full and hungry states are short relative to those of reproduction, we have only sacrificed

a modest degree of physiological realism to enable analytical expression of steady states

with additional sources of mortality. After substituting allometric relationships into the

rate laws in Eq. 4.3, we observe that the internal steady state of the consumer is very

close to observations of mammalian densities in natural systems, thereby approximating

Damuth’s Law (blue line in Fig. 2.1). Compared to the NSM [18], and similar to DeLong &

Vasseur [41], we observe slightly exaggerated densities for small-bodied consumers, though

within the observed range of variation. This overestimate is not observed when explicit

starvation and recovery are included [18], suggesting these dynamics play an important

role in depressing the populations of smaller-bodied species. The allometric consumer-

resource model provides an approximation to the mass-density relationship observed among

terrestrial herbivorous mammals [1]. Incorporating observed variations in measured values

for α and k reveals strong alignment between model predictions and the observed variability

of densities across mammalian clades (Fig. 2.1). We examine the effects of variation for

other vital rates in Supplementary Materials Appendix II.

2.4.2 Natural mortality and starvation have an out-sized impact on smaller

consumers

We first consider two internal sources of mortality: that due to the effects of aging, where

mortality changes with an organism’s temporal state, and that due to starvation, where

mortality scales with an organism’s energetic state. An immediate insight into this system’s

constraints can be gained by examining how the rates of consumer mortality compare to

reproduction, with the expectation that stability requires mortality rates to be lower than

reproductive rates (Fig. 2.2A). We observe that natural mortality, which accounts for

both initial cohort mortality and actuarial mortality, is much lower and projects a steeper

slope over MC than the maximal reproductive rate (Fig. 2.2B), with a scaling ∝ M−0.56
C
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Figure 2.1: Model predictions of mammalian steady states (inds · m−2) as a function of
herbivore consumer body mass MC (thick blue line) compared to observational data from
Damuth [1] (black points). Variation in steady state densities is captured by allowing the
plant resource growth rate to vary as α = 2.81× 10−10 : 2.19× 10−8 s−1 (dark blue shaded
region), and both α and the plant resource carrying capacity to vary as k = 2.3 : 34 kg/m2

(light blue shaded region). See Supplementary Materials Appendix II for details.

[42]. While the calculated value of µ is nearly one order of magnitude below the rate of

reproduction λmax
C , a steeper slope implies that increases in µ will disproportionately harm

smaller organisms.

To understand the effect of changes to µ(MC) on consumer steady states, we examine

variations in the principle components of µ: initial cohort mortality q0 and actuarial mortal-

ity qa. The initial cohort mortality represents the mortality experienced by a cohort prior to

accruing effects from age. We observe that the mortality rate changes proportionally with

q0 independent of consumer mass, where the ratio µ/λmax
C < 1 even with respect to large

increases in q0 unless qa is similarly magnified (Fig. 2.2A,B). For survivorship mortality to

approach the rate of reproduction (µ/λmax
C = 1), where perceptible declines in population

densities result, the initial cohort mortality must increase by roughly an order of magnitude

(shaded region in Fig. 2.2C). Due to the steepness of the scaling of µ relative to λmax
C , this

effect is felt exclusively by small-bodied organisms.

Actuarial mortality, qa, represents the cumulative effects of aging, or senescence, across

the organism’s expected lifetime. We observe that as qa increases, the magnitude of mor-

tality increases disproportionately (Fig. 2.2B), while the slope of µ(MC) becomes more
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Figure 2.2: Changes in natural mortality as a function of initial cohort mortality q0, and
actuarial aging, qa for two different consumer body masses,Mc. The ratio reproduction λ

max
C

to natural mortality µ for a mammalian herbivore of (a) MC = 102 g and (b) MC = 106 g,
across proportional changes to the initial cohort mortality rate q0 and the actuarial aging
rate qa. The black contour denotes µ/λ = 1. (c,d) Natural mortality µ (green) relative to
reproduction λmax

C (orange) as a function of consumer body massMC . The range of variation
(light green shaded region) shows proportional changes to the (c) cohort mortality rate q0
and the (d) actuarial aging rate qa from -0.99 to 10.
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shallow (Fig. 2.2D), primarily due to the cumulative nature of senescence magnifying its

effects across the longer lifetimes of larger mammals. As such, an increase in qa overwhelms

the reproduction of mammals such that µ/λmax
C > 1 compared to a similar proportional

increase in q0, resulting in population instability (Fig. 2.2B). The extinction risk imposed

by senescence has been explored across mammalian taxa, and while some life history char-

acteristics such as the inter-birth interval appear to correlate strongly with these risks, the

role of body size is notably ambiguous [34]. Though our model – which considers averaged

effects across terrestrial mammals – predicts that the risks of increased actuarial mortality

are disproportionately felt by smaller size-classes, we also show that µ increasingly resembles

λmax
C with increasing qa (the top border of the shaded region in Fig. 2.2D). This increased

similarity implies that relatively small variations in other demographic processes or inter-

actions may have potentially large and destabilizing effects on population size that cannot

be predicted from body size, a potential source for the noted ambiguity of allometry and

actuarial extinction risk [34].

While the temporal state of an organism is unidirectional and linear, other internal

states, such as an organism’s energetic state, fluctuate nonlinearly over time. In this case,

the rate of starvation is low when resources become plentiful (R → k) and increases to

σmax as resources become scarce (R → 0). Because organisms metabolize their fat and

muscle tissue during starvation, and die from starvation when these energetic stores are

metabolized, the timescale of starvation varies with the amount of endogenous energetic

stores an organism carries. Larger organisms carry a larger proportion of body mass as fat

[24], such that they are more protected from the effects of short-term resource limitation [43].

We observe this effect by modifying the starvation rate and examining how the steady state

population size is altered. We introduce variation to the rate of starvation as σ(R) ·(1+χs),

such that the relative change in the steady state ∆C∗
s introduced by the modified rate is

calculated as

∆C∗
s =

C∗(MC |σ(R) · (1 + χs))− C∗(MC |σ(R))
C∗(MC |σ(R))

, (2.7)

where positive values indicate a relative gain in steady state densities from the proportional

change χs, and negative values indicate a relative loss (Fig. 2.3). We observe that, while all

mammals benefit from reduced starvation rates (χs < 0), smaller-bodied mammals benefit

to a much greater extent, and this effect tapers off with increasing body mass. Because fat

biomass scales super-linearly with body mass, the populations of larger consumers are more
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Figure 2.3: The relative change in consumer steady state ∆C∗
s as a function of consumer

body mass MC given an altered rate of starvation σ(R) · (1 + χs) across the proportional
change χs ∈ (−0.99, 1) (see Eq. 2.7). Declining ∆C∗

s with increasing body mass for lower
values of χs mean that smaller organisms benefit more from reductions in the rate of star-
vation.

resilient to the effects of starvation, whereas those of smaller consumers are more prone.

An organism’s rate of starvation emerges from two governing forces – the amount of

energy storage and the rate of its use – and as such can be be manipulated both physiologi-

cally and behaviorally. For instance, behaviorally supplementing endogenous fat stores with

exogenous caches magnifies an individual’s energetic stores [44], whereas physiologically-

mediated responses to starvation risk such as torpor can introduce significant temporal

delays to the effects of resource scarcity [45]. In both cases the time required to pass from

a replenished to a starved state is effectively increased, lowering the rate of starvation.

The predicted benefits of such adaptations to mammalian steady state densities will be

realized primarily by smaller mammals (Fig. 2.3, Supplementary Materials Appendix II),

and it is these size classes where traits such as caching and torpor are most commonly

observed [44,46,47].

2.4.3 Predation mortality and the feasibility of megatrophic interactions

Predators introduce an external source of mortality on prey populations, fueling their own

population growth in whole (trophic specialists) or in part (trophic generalists), by the rate

at which prey are consumed. We account for the effects of an implicit predator density P

with body sizeMP on the herbivore consumer density C with body sizeMC . The mortality
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rate of the herbivore consumer from an external predator is given by

β(C,P ) = f
λP (C)P

CYP
, (2.8)

where λP (C) is the growth rate of the predator and YP is the predator yield coefficient,

describing the grams of predator produced per gram of prey consumed (see Supplementary

Materials Appendix III), and f is the degree of specialization of the predator on the con-

sumer prey (f = 1 denotes specialization, whereas f < 1 denotes generalization). Assuming

a linear functional response for predation mortality, λP (C) is maximized when the consumer

reaches its theoretical maximum population density, which we calculate by converting the

resource carrying capacity directly to grams of consumer produced, or Cmax = YCk. While

this is an ultimately unattainable theoretical bound, it allows for a direct calculation of the

predator growth rate as a function of C, written as

λP (C) = λmax
P

C

Cmax
= λmax

P

C

YCk
, (2.9)

where λmax
P is the maximum predator growth rate. The theoretical boundary density for

herbivore consumers Cmax can similarly be used to calculate the boundary density for

predators, Pmax = YPC
max, both of which accurately capture the upper-bounds of herbivore

and carnivore mass-density relationships (dashed lines in Fig. 2.4A). Because the effects of

the predator are implicit, we assume that the predator population remains at empirically

measured steady state densities for mammalian carnivores, where P ≡ P ∗ = P0M
−0.88
P

(Table 2.1) [40].

The predation mortality rate depends on both the body size of the herbivore consumer

and its respective predator. Trophic interactions are constrained by body size [2,9,48], and

large prey generally suffer mortality from large predators, though the nature of predator-

prey mass ratios (PPMRs) varies across communities [49], organismal body size [48, 50–

53], and is not well understood outside of aquatic gape-limited systems [54]. Because our

framework is prey-centric, we require a prediction of the expected predator mass given an

herbivore of body size MC , which cannot be directly extrapolated from the expected prey

mass for a given predator mass (see Supplementary Materials Appendix III). For larger

predators and prey (> 105 g) [10, 55, 56], the expected predator mass given a particular

herbivore consumer mass follows roughly E(MP |MC) = v0M
v1
C , where v0 = 1.18 × 104 g

and v1 = 0.19 (see Supplementary Materials Appendix III). Accordingly, larger terrestrial
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Figure 2.4: The feasibility of predation. (a) Empirical mammalian herbivore (blue points)
and predator (red points) mass-densities shown alongside the theoretical maximum herbi-
vore Cmax and predator Pmax densities as a function of body size. The solid blue curve
denotes the predicted herbivore consumer steady state C∗(MC) with predation mortality.

Predicted herbivoreM †
C and predatorM †

P size thresholds (blue and red vertical lines, respec-
tively) resulting from a predation-induced instability. (b) Percent mortality from predation
for Serengeti herbivores (redrawn from Sinclair et al. [2]) as a function of body mass MC .
Gray shaded region denotes a sigmoidal fit to the data with the inflection at 4.22× 105 g.
Vertical lines show herbivore size thresholds under the assumption of predator specialization
(f = 1.00; M †

C = 2.58×106) and generalization (f = 0.37; M †
C = 1.75×107). (c) Threshold

herbivore sizes M †
C and (d) carnivore sizes M †

P across changes to the predator-prey mass
ratio (PPMR) intercept χint and slope χslope (see Eq. A.12). White shaded region denotes

megatrophic threshold sizes, where both (M †
C ,M

†
P ) > 6× 105 g.
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herbivores tend to suffer mortality from proportionately smaller predators, an asymmetry

that becomes more pronounced with increasing size [2]. We note that smaller terrestrial

predator/prey size classes tend to follow different PPMR relationships, where predators

tend to be much larger than prey (e.g. rodent- or insect-specialist mesocarnivores) [57,58].

Here and throughout the prefix ‘mega’ is used to signify size classes > 5× 105 g [55].

Integrating the large-bodied PPMR relationship into the predation mortality rate re-

veals the emergence of a dynamic instability at megaherbivore size classes (Fig. 2.4A). An

implicit predator population with body size E(MP |MC) is thus able to withdraw sufficient

biomass from an herbivore prey population to sustain itself, without crashing the herbivore

population, below a threshold herbivore size of M †
C = 2.58 × 106 g (Fig. 2.4A). Above

this critical size threshold, the herbivore population has such low densities that it is unable

to sustain a specialist predator species large enough to consume it, introducing a strong

upper-bound to mammalian carnivore body size driven by a trophic cascade. This boundary

matches the herbivore maximum size limit observed in contemporary terrestrial systems, at

roughly the size of an elephant [2] (Fig. 2.4B; Supplementary Materials Appendix III).

While M †
C marks the threshold herbivore mass above which predation is unsustainable,

Sinclair et al. [2] have shown contemporary herbivores to begin to escape predation at ca.

4.22×105 g (redrawn in Fig. 2.4B). This change-point reflects the limitations of contempo-

rary carnivores, which reach a maximum body size of 1.15 to 2.60× 105 g [2,55], and have

preferences for prey up to 5.50× 105 g [55]. As such, the sole predators of contemporary gi-

ants are not megaherbivore specialists, instead opportunistically subsidizing their preferred

prey base. While we have so far assumed a specialized predator-prey interaction, the largest

predators in natural systems tend be dietary generalists [2,59]. We observe that increasing

the implicit dietary generality of the predator (such that f < 1) increases M †
C to a larger

threshold mass. For example, f = 0.37 means that a predator is supporting a little more

than 1/3 of its growth rate by the targeted prey, increasing the herbivore body mass bound-

ary to M †
C = 1.75×107 grams (Fig. 2.4B; Supplementary Materials Appendix III), roughly

the body mass attained by the largest terrestrial herbivores, the Oligocene paraceratheres

and Miocene deinotheres [18,39]. That the threshold herbivore mass decreases with increas-

ing predator specialization suggests that larger predators are dynamically constrained to be

dietary generalists [2], while also pointing to an amplifying feedback mechanism [31] that

may operate in diverse communities undergoing megafaunal extinctions. As megaherbivore

species are lost, the largest predators must respond by increasing their reliance on those
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remaining. Our results reveal that this energetic redirection will reduce the threshold herbi-

vore massM †
C to lower size classes, thereby promoting additional extinctions and attendant

predator specialization, a quantitative assessment of the previously proposed influence of

top-down dietary ratcheting [60,61].

While deinotheres and paraceratheres top the megaherbivore scale, the Eocene artio-

dactyl Andrewsarchus may have been the largest terrestrial mammalian predator at up to

1 × 106 g [62], while the Miocene Hyaenodontid Megistotherium osteothlastes ranged be-

tween 5 to 8× 105 g and the early Eocene Oxyaenodont Sarkastodon mongoliensis weighed

ca. 8 × 105 g [63] . A theoretical maximum mammalian carnivore size of 1.1 × 106 g

has been proposed based on the intersection of daily energetic uptake requirements against

metabolic expenditures [64], closely aligning with the largest known megapredators. While

our consumer-resource framework provides a range of predicted megaherbivore body mass

thresholds depending on the fraction of predator growth it fuels, we next ask under what

conditions megatrophic relationships between megaherbivores and megapredators are dy-

namically feasible.

A principle relationship in our framework is the allometric PPMR observed for the

largest contemporary herbivores and carnivores, however this PPMR cannot account for

past megatrophic relationships (Supplementary Materials Appendix III). While it is not

clear whether these super-sized carnivores were specialists on deinothere size-classes, our

framework allows us to investigate whether and to what extent changes to the contemporary

PPMR enable megatrophic interactions, where we allow the PPMR to vary as

E(MP |MC) = v0(1 + χint)M
v1(1+χslope)
C , (2.10)

where the proportional changes in the PPMR intercept and slope are given by χint and

χslope ∈ (−0.99, 2). We find that the threshold herbivore body size M †
C increases, while

M †
P decreases, with lower PPMR intercepts and shallower slopes (Fig. 2.4C,D). Lower

PPMR intercepts and shallower slopes mean that predator sizes are generally smaller, and

increase more slowly, with larger herbivore body sizes. So given a particular herbivore

size, proportionately smaller predators elevate the threshold herbivore mass, while propor-

tionately larger predators drive down the threshold herbivore mass. Importantly, only a

small range of values for PPMR intercepts and slopes permit the existence of megatrophic

interactions where megaherbivores (1.72 − 2.01 × 106 g) serve as prey for megapredators
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(6.11 × 105 − 1.19 × 106 g; white band in Fig. 2.4C,D). While significantly larger PPMR

intercepts (χint ≫ 0) are unlikely to be realized in natural systems, the megainteraction

range does include very low intercepts with very high slopes, such that PPMRs are low at

smaller masses, and much higher at large masses. Such a hypothesized PPMR does not stray

far from contemporary large-mammal interactions (Supplementary Materials Appendix III)

and may be a good candidate for megatrophic interactions.

Feasible megatrophic interactions increase substantially if a smaller percentage of the

predator growth rate is fueled by the target herbivore population (f < 1). Setting f = 0.37

– which we observed increases M †
C to deinothere/indricothere size classes – and allowing

both χint and χslope to vary, results in megatrophic interactions spanning the largest mega-

herbivore (1.27− 1.48× 107 g) and megapredator (6.15× 105 − 1.20× 106 g) sizes observed

in the fossil record (Supplementary Materials Appendix III; Fig. A.3). That increased

generality favors megatrophic feasibility agrees with previous conjectures that the largest

mammalian terrestrial predators were likely dietary generalists [65]. Our framework high-

lights dynamic constraints existing between predators and prey that may serve to structure

mammalian communities over evolutionary time, in particular revealing the tenuous po-

sitions of mega-sized herbivores and predators. As carnivorous clades acquire body sizes

enabling megaherbivore predation over evolutionary time, their super-sized appetites may

result in unsustainable megaherbivore densities where the risk of extinction becomes over-

whelming – an evolutionary trap marking the final tooth in the hypercarnivore ratchet [66].

2.4.4 Harvesting to extinction

We last consider the effects of anthropogenic harvest-induced mortality on consumer popu-

lations. While the predation rate is naturally limited by the energetic needs of the predator,

we consider harvest to be a comparatively unconstrained source of mortality. This may be

the case if the human population(s) engaged in harvesting are subsidized by alternative

resources [67]. Harvest pressure has potentially varying relationships with consumer (prey)

body mass, a complex product of environment, climate, culture, and technology [68], where

we can assume a general harvest rate is of the form h = ξMw
C . For example, hunting tra-

ditions specializing on mass-collecting, by way of trapping or netting [68, 69] are expected

to exhibit harvest allometries biased towards smaller species (negative size-scaling, w < 0),

whereas a purely opportunistic strategy may be expected to have very little allometric de-

pendence (zero size-scaling, w = 0). Inclusion of negative size-scaling harvest reveals that
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smaller-sized prey can withstand significant harvesting pressure before their populations

are negatively impacted. While smaller mammals do not appear to offer a significant re-

turn on investment, the mass-collecting of invertebrates such as grasshoppers, and fish can

offer significant returns [69]. The inclusion of zero size-scaling harvest reveals that it is

the larger-bodied species that are negatively impacted, but only where h(MC) > λC(MC)

(Supplementary Materials Appendix IV). In contrast, the innovation of advanced projec-

tiles is thought to have enabled harvest of terrestrial megafauna [68,70], while archeological

evidence points to many Pleistocene human populations as potential megafaunal specialists

(positive size-scaling, w > 0) [71].

Because harvest scaling may be difficult to measure and idiosyncratic, we instead calcu-

late the harvest rate required to induce extinction, h†, as a function of body size MC , and

find a scaling relationship proportional to the mass-density relationship where h† ∝M
−1/4
C .

This is a natural result, as the effort required to suppress a population is expected to be

proportional to the consumer’s abundance. As a proportion of the other sources of consumer

mortality that we have considered (excluding predation; f = 0), extinction-level harvesting

is lower for smaller consumers, saturating at close to unity for larger consumers, reflecting

the elevated role of starvation mortality among smaller-sized organisms (Fig 2.5A). With

predation mortality included from both generalist (f = 0.37) and specialist (f = 1) preda-

tors, extinction-level harvesting accounts for an increasingly smaller proportion of mortality

for larger organisms (orange and red lines, Fig. 2.5A). This highlights the delicate nature

of the megafaunal niche, where smaller changes in mortality rates can induce population

collapse.

To examine how our estimate of extinction-level harvesting rates h† compare to those

estimated for human hunting of paleontological and historical mammalian populations, we

converted h† to harvest pressure ψ†, or the number of individuals harvested per year to

reduce the population to a fraction of its steady state ϵC∗ where we set ϵ = 0.01. We

calculate ψ† for an arbitrary area (see Supplementary Materials Appendix IV), which we

standardize as the area of California (ACA = 4.24× 105 km2), such that

ψ† ∝ −h† C
∗(1− ϵ)

MC log(ϵ)
. (2.11)

Though the annual harvesting pressure is unrealistically high for smaller organisms, we

observe that it is ca. 4.3× 103 inds/yr/ACA for elephant-sized organisms (ca. 2.5× 106 g)
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Figure 2.5: The effects of harvest mortality on herbivore consumers. (a) Proportion mor-
tality due to an extinction-inducing harvest rate ξ† without predation (f = 0; blue line),
and with mortality from a generalist predator (f = 0.37; orange line) or a specialist preda-
tor (f = 1; red line), as a function of consumer body mass MC . (b) Harvest pressure ψ†

resulting from extinction-inducing harvest (inds/year/ACA) without predation (f = 0; blue
line), with the inclusion of mortality from a generalist predator (f = 0.37; orange line), and
with the inclusion of mortality from a specialist predator (f = 1; red line), as a function
of consumer body mass MC . Black point and line: median and range of estimated harvest
rates for wooly mammoths (Mammuthus primigenius) [3]; Green point: estimated harvest
pressure for the Australian Diprotodon [4]; Lower and upper yellow point: estimated harvest
rates for contemporary Loxodonta during the early 1800s and just prior to 1987, respec-
tively [5].
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in the absence of predation mortality (f = 0). With the increasing pressures of generalist

and specialist predation, the harvest pressure required to induce extinction is much less for

these larger consumers (orange and red lines in Fig. 2.5B). We note that this calculation of

harvest pressure should be viewed as a minimum estimate given that we do not account for

demographic rebound. As such, this measure is appropriate only if the timescale of harvest

is less than the generational timescale, which is the case for the megafauna considered here.

Our predictions of extinction-inducing harvest pressure compare well with paleontologi-

cal and historical estimates of harvest pressure on mammalian megafauna (see Supplemen-

tary Materials Appendix IV for details). For example, Fordham et al.’s [3] estimate of the

harvest pressure required to collapse mammoth (Mammuthus primigenius) populations (us-

ing a formulation similar to that of Alroy; [30]) reveals a range of values consistent with our

expectation for similar size-classes (est. harvest pressure = 1.24×104 inds/yr/ACA), as did

estimates of extinction-inducing harvest of the Australian Diprotodon (est. harvest pressure

= ca. 763 inds/yr/ACA; [4]). Within the historical record, elephant (Loxodonta) popula-

tions experienced comparatively lower harvest pressure through 1850 (ca. 466 inds/yr/ACA,

derived from the volume of ivory exports; [5]). While fluctuating over the next century, har-

vest pressure elevated to a maximum of ca. 13.3× 105 inds/yr/ACA just prior to 1987 (Fig.

2.5B). This level of harvest was not sustained, as ivory export volume plummeted following

the implementation of trade restrictions in 1989 [5]. Both Fordham et al.’s [3] estimate

for Pleistocene mammoths and the short-lived harvest maximum for African elephants in

1987 [5] achieved pressures greater than ψ† under the conservative assumption of no natural

predation. While estimates for Diprotodon harvest are considerably lower [4], it is impor-

tant to note that our measure of harvest pressure is parameterized for eutherian rather than

marsupial mammals. Nevertheless, the estimated Diprotodon ψ† is well within range of

extinction-inducing harvest rates if natural predation pressures are also included, and there

is evidence to suggest that Diprotodon likely served as prey for marsupial lions [72,73], and

both giant crocodylians (Pallimnarchus) and varanid lizards (Megalania) [74].

2.5 Conclusion

We have shown that the inclusion of mass-specific energetic transfer between resources and

consumers, combined with the unique timescales governing consumer mortality, both predict

Damuth’s Law [1] and provide insight into dynamic thresholds constraining populations.
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While natural and starvation mortality primarily impact small-bodied species, trophic mor-

tality primarily impacts large-bodied species with longer generational timescales. Moreover,

while mass-specific predation gives rise to dynamic thresholds on herbivore populations,

these effects are sensitive to both predator generality as well as the associated predator-prey

mass ratio, which isn’t well understood for terrestrial megafauna [54]. While assessment of

particular communities and/or species requires more detailed approaches – integrating, for

example, life history dynamics as in Bradshaw et al. [4] – we suggest that a general and

lower-dimensional framework may be useful for extracting first-order energetic constraints

that both shape and potentially limit the general nature of mammalian communities.

That extinction risk appears to increase with body size [75] is integral to our under-

standing of the Pleistocene extinctions [4,30,31,71,76] and anthropogenic effects throughout

the Holocene [77]. Assessing which energetic walls close in and why, as body size increases,

is fundamental for reconciling the nature of extinction [31], particularly when there is size-

selectivity [71]. That we observe dynamically-feasible megatrophic interactions to occupy

a narrow band of PPMR relationships points to a broader range of interaction structures

than are realized in contemporary communities. As the threshold consumer mass decreases

with predator specialization, how megafaunal trophic structure changes during extinction

cascades may be central for understanding the dynamics of community disassembly [52].

And while these dynamics may arise naturally from the energetic limitations of mammalian

interactions, it may be that the added pressures of subsidized harvest, particularly on

megafauna, inevitably lead to collapse.



Chapter 3

Body Size and Competition Drive

the Structure and Dynamics of

Mammalian Herbivore

Communities

3.1 Abstract

The fundamental constraints governing the flow of energy through consumer-resource sys-

tems ultimately determines the structure and dynamics of food webs. As this is true gen-

erally, it is also true for plant-herbivore systems, where herbivores must compete with

each other to obtain sufficient caloric return. Because diverse herbivore communities are

composed of species spanning a large range in body sizes, the different life histories im-

posed by these body sizes and the different effects these species have on their resources

interact in complex ways, perhaps playing a role in determining the conditions for coex-

istence. Here we construct an n-dimensional plant-herbivore food web model where the

vital rates determining life history attributes are established on process-based energetic

trade-offs, and where foraging behaviors are adaptive. In addition, we explore three alter-

native relationships between body-mass and diet-breadth: that of increasing breadth with

mass, decreasing breadth with mass, and a non-linear relationship with high diet breadth

25
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for large and small herbivores. Our results demonstrate that our approach accurately cap-

tures macroecological patterns such as Damuth’s Law, with weaker support for the noted

invariance between mean body size and community biomass. Secondly, we observe that

the negative mass-breadth relationship maximizes herbivore survival, while the competitive

dynamics of plant-herbivore systems heavily favours larger consumers, with smaller con-

sumers adaptively avoiding competitive overlap to enable persistence. Finally, communities

with high levels of dietary overlap, where small consumers cannot escape predation, display

consistently reduced richness.

3.2 Introduction

Competition for resources is a central driver shaping the structure and dynamics of com-

munities [78, 79]. While the effects of competitive interactions can be direct, resulting in

antagonistic interactions between species [80], it can be difficult to parse out the presence

and impacts of indirect competition [81]. Competition for shared food resources among

herbivorous mammals may drive the organization of local communities and play a central

role in coexistence [82]. While competitive interactions sometimes result in local dominance

by one species over another, often due to which competitor drives the limiting resource to

lower densities [83, 84], consumer behaviors that can dynamically respond to changes in

competition may promote increased species richness even when competitive loads are high.

The intensity and outcome of these competitive interactions is, in part, a function of the

composition of the consumer diets and how much of their resource base is shared [85,86].

When resources are limited, the collective dietary breadth describing consumer diets

ultimately determines the magnitude of diet overlap. The overlap of trophic niches across

consumers is thus an effective measure of the competitive pressure on a set of resources

[87]. This trophic niche overlap, in concert with the functional and nutritional diversity of

shared resources, is likely an important driver of the behavioral responses consumers have

to competition. A consumer that adapts its diet to increased competition with respect

to a suite of resources must react to parallel demands: decreasing the competitive load

while maintaining necessary caloric and nutritional requirements, all within the bounds of

resources that are physically and biochemically available to the consumer. This emergent

compromise often manifests as adaptive foraging behaviors [88,89].

Access to the nutritional reserves of various foods depends on the physiology and
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anatomy of both consumers and their resources, where increased food quality corresponds

to greater nutritional or energetic rewards per gram available to the consumer. Both overall

quality, as well as the abundance, of a consumer’s potential resources determines the avail-

ability of the energy required to fuel the growth of its population over time. While many

consumer characteristics influence this availability, perhaps none has as much influence as

its body size. While the body mass of a consumer MC determines its metabolic rate [90],

it also scales the sizes of physiological storage compartments within the organism. For ex-

ample, because fat storage among terrestrial mammals scales superlinearly with body size

– such that larger mammals carry a larger proportion of their body weight as fat – larger

organisms are less sensitive to resource scarcity, i.e. greater fasting endurance [43], lowering

the risk of starvation [18]. In tandem, the potential risks inherent to consumers of differ-

ent body sizes interact with their differing abilities to access and assimilate nutrients from

resources that range from rare to common, from low quality to nutritionally replete [29].

The spectrum of needs and sensitivities of consumers ultimately determines to what

extent patterns of resource interactions change with consumer body size. While larger con-

sumers are, on average, able to tolerate lower-quality foods [91, 92] and are less averse to

the effects of periodic resource scarcity [43], how these constraints impact the number and

intensity of interactions with potential resources is less clear. Smaller mammalian herbi-

vores above 4 kg generally have increased dietary breadth, which tends to decline with

increasing body size [6–8]. The greater dietary breadth and preference for higher quality

foods among smaller mammals may enable fast resource switching to reduce long intervals

between acquisition, a potentially fatal event for these starvation-prone species. In con-

trast, larger consumers have greater fasting endurance [43], and can tolerate lower quality

foods [92]. Such a relationship could be argued to result in a smaller dietary breadth in

environments where quantity of a few hyper-abundant low-quality resources comprise the

bulk of a consumer’s diet. An argument could also be made for increased dietary breadth

once consumers enter megaherbivore size classes (where the prefix ‘mega’ is used to describe

consumers > 500 kg), resulting in a nonlinear relationship between body size and dietary

breadth. For example, the broader trophic niche and ‘mixed-feeder’ classification of African

elephants [93–95] is a deviation from the rest of the mass-generality pattern and may in-

dicate second peak of trophic breadth among the mega-herbivores. Here, the increased

tolerance for both low quality resources and temporal delays in resource acquisition may

enable a diet where less common high quality resources are preferred, while abundant low
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quality resources are integrated to ensure energetic demands are met, the combination of

which serving to maximize dietary breadth. That megaherbivores may unlock this dietary

potential is perhaps speculative; while contemporary megaherbivore species appear to sup-

port such a relationship [8, 96, 97], the limited representation of these size classes within

Holocene ecosystems precludes a rigorous assessment.

It is the combined effect of herbivore diets across body sizes within a community that

gives rise to the structure of plant-herbivore interactions. While the distribution of consumer

body sizes within a community is understood to significantly impact its structure and

function [98], it is less clear how the dynamics of competition feed back to reorganize

this structure. Because similar-sized consumers are exposed to similar risks and dietary

constraints [29, 92], it is expected that the effects of competition may also be elevated

[85]. As competitive pressure for a particular resource is increased, the extent to which it

produces energetic rewards decreases, such that herbivore consumers are likely to adaptively

modify the proportional contribution of potential resources to their diet [88, 99]. Because

smaller herbivores are more sensitive to the effects of resource scarcity [100,101], increased

dietary breadth at these sizes may enable adaptively dodging the competitive pressures

of larger herbivores less prone to starvation-induced mortality. Through this capacity to

adaptively modulate the strengths of resource interactions, the overlapping dietary niches of

competitors (the potential niche) can be redirected into modified diets with reduced overlap

(the realized niche).

This adaptive foraging dynamic has been shown to increase the stability of increasingly

diverse and connected food webs [88,99] and mutualistic networks [89,102], by reducing com-

petition and enabling the co-existence of species otherwise prone to exclusion. Despite the

stabilizing effects of adaptive food webs, it is unknown how and to what extent these dietary

dynamics interact with the body size distributions and allometric structures of mammalian

communities. It is likely that these competitive dynamics have a direct impact on both the

forces that permit coexistence of herbivores in diverse communities, as well as size-based

extinction risks that may shape the structure of these communities over macroevolutionary

timescales.

Here we establish a plant-herbivore network to examine mammalian community dynam-

ics as a function of body-size distributions, the structural assumptions underlying species’

diet breadth, and the inclusion of adaptive foraging that serves to minimize competitive
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overlap. Building on prior efforts incorporating process-based metabolic relationships gov-

erning allometric timescales associated with growth and mortality into consumer-resource

dynamics [18,103], we expand these perspectives to an n-dimensional plant-herbivore com-

munity where we explore the effects of three relationships linking consumer body size to

dietary breadth: i) increasing dietary breadth with body size, ii) decreasing dietary breadth

with body size, and iii) nonlinear (decreasing and then increasing) dietary breadth with

body size. By examining how these structural assumptions underlying herbivore-plant rela-

tionships impact the persistence of different body size ranges, we gain insight into the role

that competition plays in shaping the composition of diverse herbivore communities.

Our results reveal four key insights into the structure of mammalian plant-herbivore

communities. First, our framework is shown to reproduce large-scale macroecological pat-

terns, such as Damuth’s Law [1], while providing weaker support for the observed across-

community mass-biomass equivalence [9]. Second, we show that adaptive foraging behavior

facilitates niche partitioning and increases species persistence, though these effects are not

evenly applied across herbivore body sizes. Third, we show that high levels of niche overlap

lead to the size-based competitive exclusion of smaller herbivores. Finally, we find that

the trophic structure associated with negative and nonlinear mass-breadth relationships

increases both species persistence and community richness. We suggest that integrating

process-based metabolic relationships into models of consumer-resource community dynam-

ics is well-suited to provide insight into our developing understanding of the structure and

function of diverse herbivore communities, and may be central to deciphering observed

changes in the communities throughout the Cenozoic.

3.3 Model Framework

3.3.1 Consumer-resource dynamics

We construct a bipartite network of interacting herbivores and their plant resources, where

the trophic structure of the network and the proportional contributions of resources to

consumer diets are given by the weighted adjacency matrix A. As such, a given element of A,

Aij , is given a value > 0 if the herbivore i consumes resource j, and a value of zero otherwise,

where the proportional contributions of resources j in the diet of consumer i is constrained

by
∑

j Aji = 1. The available resources Rj (g/m2) grow logistically with intrinsic growth

rate αj to a carrying capacity kj , and decline due to consumption by herbivore consumer
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populations Ci (g/m2) (Eq. 3.3). Consumed resources fuel both consumer growth and

reproduction. The rate of consumption to fuel reproduction is proportional to resource

density and is given by λj(Rj)/Yij , where λi(Rj) is the consumer growth rate and Yij is

the consumer yield coefficient, or the grams of consumer i produced per gram of resource

j consumed. The consumer’s growth rate with respect to a particular resource j, λi(Rj),

follows Michaelis-Menton (Type II) kinetics as a function of the resource density Rj , where

the maximum growth is λmax
i and the resource half-saturation density is k̂j = kj/2, such

that

λi(Rj) = λmax
i

(
Rj

k̂j +Rj

)
. (3.1)

While the consumer population density grows as the sum of rates λi(Rj) taken across

consumed resources, we assume for now that consumer mortality is a function of starvation,

where the rate of starvation for consumer i on resource j

σi(Rj) = σmax
i

(
1− Rj

kj

)
. (3.2)

As such, the rate of starvation increases as a consumer’s suite of resources become scarce.

In this context, σmax
i is the maximal rate of starvation for consumer i that occurs when the

environment is devoid of resources. See Table 3.1 for a description of parameters.

The full system describing n consumers interacting with m resources, such that species

richness S = n+m, is given by

d

dt
Ci =

n∑
j=1

Aijλi(Rj)Ci −
m∑
j=1

Aijσi(Rj)Ci,

d

dt
Rj = αjRj

(
1− Rj

kj

)
−

n∑
i=1

Aij
λi(Rj)

Yij
Ci. (3.3)

The rate laws describing resource consumption as well as consumer growth and mortality

all vary as a function of consumer body mass Mi, where the consumer is assumed to be

a mammalian herbivore, and the resource j is an unspecified plant functional group with

characteristic growth rate αj , carrying capacity kj , and energy density Edj . Edj then

interacts with consumer mass to determine the consumer yield coefficient, Yij . To examine

the dynamics for a particular system, we set the constraints governing resource growth

and the body size distribution of the herbivore community (see Supplementary Appendix
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I). Values of resource reproduction rate αj and energy densities Edj are drawn uniformly

from the rates found in browse and graze plants [104,105] (see Supplementary Appendix I).

Resource carrying capacities are established by first assuming a community-level carrying

capacity K, where a subset of resource-specific carrying capacities are randomly chosen

such that
∑

j kj = K for resources j = 1...m. Because we assume that consumer densities

that fall below Ci = 10−10 are functionally extinct and excluded from the system, the final

body mass distribution may not reflect that used to initiate community dynamics.

Table 3.1: Model parameters and values/units

Definition Parameter Value/Units

Resource j
density Rj g/m2

reproduction rate αj 1/s
carrying capacity kj g/m2

Consumer i
density C g/m2

max reproduction rate λmax
C 1/s

yield coefficient Yij none
natural mortality rate µi 1/s
starvation rate σi 1/s
foraging effort Aij (0, 1)
learning rate Gi 1/s

Given the assumption of adaptive dynamics, consumer species dynamically adjust the

effort associated with a particular plant resource to maximize profitability, defined as the

net reproductive output produced by a particular diet. This means that the proportional

contribution of a given resource increases if the profitability associated with a focal resource

j if

λi(Rj)Ci >

m∑
l=1

Ailλi(Rl)Ci, (3.4)

and decreases otherwise [88, 89]. For consumer i, the rate at which this adaptation occurs

is governed by the learning rate Gi, where together

d

dt
Aij = GiAij

λi(Rj)Ci −
m∑
j=1

Aijλi(Rj)Ci

 . (3.5)

As consumer and resource densities change over time, the diets of consumers change as
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well. Because resources that become heavily consumed by a diversity of consumer species

will suffer significant mortality, reducing their densities, this adaptive foraging dynamic

will tend to result in consumers with steady state diets that minimize competitive loads.

Throughout, we examine the outcome of community dynamics when adaptive foraging alters

diets in response to competitive pressures (Gi > 0 for consumers i = 1 : n), as well as the

case where diets are not assumed to change adaptively (Gi = 0 for consumers i = 1 : n).

3.3.2 Community structure from alternative mass-breadth relationships

The structure of a food web determines the direction and strength of biomass flow through

trophic interactions between species, and is captured by the weighted adjacency matrix

A. The structure of food webs is perhaps the most widely examined aspect of ecological

networks [106], and understanding how body size constrains this structure has received

much attention, particularly in gape-limited aquatic systems [98]. Along these lines, the

role of body size in driving patterns of interaction among terrestrial mammalian herbivore

communities and their plant resources is less well understood [107], though recent efforts

utilizing metabarcoding have made significant progress [6,7]. Yet how dietary breadth varies

as a function of herbivore body mass is unclear, the empirical data suggesting multiple

alternative and plausible relationships [6–8]. Both the limited number of contemporary

diverse herbivore communities and the loss of megaherbivore size classes during the end-

Pleistocene [108] may limit a general understanding of the role of body size in structuring

Cenozoic communities writ large.

We examine the dynamic consequences four potential herbivore-plant structures that

establish general relationships between body mass and diet breadth, which we refer to as

mass-breadth. We first examine a fully connected plant-herbivore network, where there

is no assumed mass-breadth relationship, and every herbivore is trophically lined to every

resource. Second, we examine a plant-herbivore network with a positive mass-breadth

relationship, where dietary breadth increases with body size (Fig. 3.1A). This captures a

well-known relationship that is integrated into the Niche model food web framework [109],

and is particularly relevant for gape-limited aquatic systems. Third, we examine a negative

mass-breadth relationship, where dietary breadth decreases with body size (Fig. 3.1B).

This relationship is integrated into the Inverse Niche model that has been proposed for

parasitic interactions [110], and while this particular approach has not been applied to plant-

herbivore systems, may be appropriate for capturing the allometric effects of diet quality
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[92]. Fourth, we introduce a nonlinear mass-breadth relationship, where dietary breadth is

assumed to be high for small herbivores, decreasing to a minimum for intermediate-sized

herbivores, and increasing to a second maximum at megaherbivore size classes (Fig. 3.1C).

See Supplementary Appendix III for details.
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Figure 3.1: A comparison of mass-breadth relationships between observed data (red points
[6] and black points [7, 8]) and three structural models (blue points), where Consumer
Generality refers to the number of plant species in a herbivores’s diet. The positive mass-
breadth relationship a) does not well match the high generality of small herbivores. The
negative b) and nonlinear c) mass-breadth relationships capture the generality of small
consumers and present alternative hypothesis for the generality of megaherbivores.
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3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Complex plant-herbivore food webs capture macroecological rela-

tionships

Our multi-species consumer-resource community (S-D) framework expands upon a single

consumer-resource (2-D) model where the vital rates governing herbivore growth, mortality,

and interaction with a plant resource, are derived from process-based metabolic relationships

[18,103]. This 2-D perspective, where a specialist herbivore engages with single resource, has

been shown to accurately capture the −3/4 scaling and documented variability of herbivore

densities as a function of body mass, known as Damuth’s Law [103]. In this community

framework, we examined whether similar macroecological trends could be recovered with

respect to both different mass-breadth relationships determining food web structure, as well

as with respect to static (G = 0) versus adaptive (G > 0) foraging dynamics.

For each of our analyses, we simulated 250 herbivore communities to steady state where

consumers enacted both non-adaptive (G = 0) and adaptive foraging (G > 0), under

the four structural assumptions relating diet breadth to body mass: fully connected, and

positive, negative, and nonlinear mass-breadth structures. We initiated each community

with 10 resource groups, and 10 herbivore species with a body size distribution selected

from a uniform distributions (in log space) from 101 to 107 g. For a given interaction

structure, the initial proportional contribution of each resource j to a consumer i’s diet was

set by randomly selecting values between Aij = 0.0 : 1.0 given the constraint
∑

j Aij = 1.

Allowing the system to change dynamically over time, an herbivore species was assumed to

go extinct at time t if its density fell below Ci(t) = 10−10, such that those species remaining

defined the steady state community.

We observe that neither the choice of mass-breadth relationship underlying a particu-

lar food web structure nor the choice between static or adaptive foraging produces major

deviations from Damuth’s Law (Fig 3.2). Densities of herbivore species coexisting within

steady state communities follow closely the -3/4 scaling relationship observed within nat-

ural systems. Despite this general agreement between theory and empirical data, there

are some deviations from expectations. First, elevated population densities among the

smallest herbivores, which create a slightly steeper slope than that known for Damuth’s

Law, have also been observed in 2-D models when the effects of explicit starvation are

not included [41,103]. Interestingly, these elevated densities are observed to align with the
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−3/4 scaling of Damuth’s Law when the effects of explicit starvation are introduced [18],

pointing to the asymmetrical effects of starvation mortality among smaller mammalian her-

bivore species [103]. Second, densities of herbivore populations at steady state within fully

connected, adaptive communities reveal bias towards coexistence of only larger species at

densities higher than expected (Fig. 3.2B). This points to a general phenomenon that we

will discuss momentarily: that the largest body sizes appear to have strong competitive ad-

vantages when foraging is adaptive. Because only the opposing forces of reproduction and

starvation-induced mortality drive competition between species, we infer that this effect is

driven entirely by the enhanced ability of larger species to cope with limitations in resource

availability. In fully connected consumer-resource systems, competition is maximized, such

that this effect is highly exaggerated.

Mammalian herbivore communities vary widely in terms of their representative species,

often reflecting the productivity and rainfall regimes of their constituent environments [111].

Despite the large differences in composition, a striking invariance is observed when one ex-

amines the mean body size of mammalian herbivore communities as a function of the total

community biomass [9]. This invariance has a scaling relationship with an exponent roughly

zero, though it varies among terrestrial communities as a function of trophic level (scaling

exponent for trees: 0.25; herbivores: -0.02; carnivores: -0.04) [9]. This suggests that the

mean body size-biomass invariance emerges due to the fact that differences between com-

munities are largely a function of changes in density and/or diversity rather than changes in

body size structure [9]. So a community of species with smaller densities or lower diversity

is expected to have the same body size structure as a community with increased densities

or greater diversity. In our framework, communities that emerge at steady state are the

product of different competitive forces that vary with structure and static versus adaptive

foraging dynamics.

Our framework reveals a range of scaling exponents describing the relationship between

mean body size and community biomass, which ranges from 0.3 to 1.0 (Fig. 3.3). These

scaling relationships are substantially steeper than those observed in natural systems, such

that steady state communities derived from our framework with increased biomass also tend

to be biased towards larger size-classes. Of potential interest is the observation that the

shallowest slope – the slope most similar to that observed in natural systems – corresponds

to the negative mass-breadth food web structure under the assumption of adaptive foraging

conditions (Fig. 3.3F). Here we observe that diet breadth is primarily a trait confined to
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Figure 3.2: Model predictions of mammalian steady states (inds · m−2) as a function of
herbivore consumer body mass MC (blue points) compared to observational data and best-
fit from empirical observations [1] (red points and line). a) Non-adaptive foraging and e)
adaptive foraging in a fully connected plant-herbivore system. b) Non-adaptive foraging and
f) adaptive foraging in a plant-herbivore system with a positive mass-breadth structure. c)
Non-adaptive foraging and g) adaptive foraging in a plant-herbivore system with a negative
mass-breadth structure. d) Non-adaptive foraging and h) adaptive foraging in a plant-
herbivore system with a nonlinear mass-breadth structure.

smaller size classes, and that the largest species have the narrowest diets. Because the

largest size classes are not well represented in contemporary ecosystems, we suggest that

whether or not megaherbivores had increased diet breadth, such a relationship will not be

reflected in Anthropocene communities. Accordingly, a negative mass-breadth structure,
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which more accurately captures the diets of smaller and intermediate-sized consumers, is

more appropriate for comparisons with contemporary communities. Given these conditions,

the correspondence of our model results with the mean body size versus biomass invariance

relationship is weak, but suggests that a negative mass-breadth food web structure may be

the best candidate for reproducing this observed pattern. It is tempting to speculate that

mean body size-biomass invariance relationship may be a product of systems that have been

stripped of their megafaunal ancestry, and it is worth considering in future efforts how a

diverse megafaunal community might alter this expectation.

3.4.2 Patterns of coexistence and survival among herbivore communities

The processes that allow for the coexistence of species that overlap in their resource and

habitat needs is fundamental to much of community ecology [112]. While competition is

often expected to result in the exclusion of lesser competitors, we observe that in many

cases diverse herbivore communities co-exist while drawing from very similar resource

pools [113]. The processes and mechanisms facilitating coexistence are likely numerous

and varied [114,115]. On the one hand, spatial heterogeneity distributes resources, species,

and ultimately competitive pressure across an equally diverse and varied landscape, ensur-

ing that competitive effects serve to redistribute rather than exclude [116, 117]. On the

other hand, a shared suite of resources between two similar species may conceal an adaptive

dynamic whereby both species adjust the proportional contribution of individual resources

to minimize the overlap of their realized dietary strategies [7]. As such, the inclusion of

adaptive foraging into food-web models has been shown to stabilize what would otherwise

be unstable communities [118,119]. Among diverse mutualistic systems, the stabilizing dy-

namic has been directly linked to the dynamic partitioning of resource niches to minimize

trophic overlap [89]. What remains unclear is how adaptive niche partitioning interacts

with diverse size-structured herbivore communities. Whether and to what extent adaptive

foraging enables or precludes coexistence of differently-sized herbivore species that must par-

tition a shared resource base may provide insight into the macroevolutionary constraints

structuring mammalian communities across the Cenozoic.

We next examine coexistence of mammalian communities simulated to steady state,

where we assess mass-specific survival probabilities. Consumer survival is defined as retain-

ing densities Ci(t) > 10−10 g/m2 over time t and until the system reaches steady state. The

largest signal that emerges from our findings is that larger-sized herbivores have a clear
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Figure 3.3: Model predictions of mean consumer body-mass (g) as a function of consumer
community biomass (blue points and solid line) compared to the observed relationship
(dotted line) [9]. a) Non-adaptive foraging and e) adaptive foraging in a fully connected
plant-herbivore system. b) Non-adaptive foraging and f) adaptive foraging in a plant-
herbivore system with a positive mass-breadth structure. c) Non-adaptive foraging and g)
adaptive foraging in a plant-herbivore system with a negative mass-breadth structure. d)
Non-adaptive foraging and h) adaptive foraging in a plant-herbivore system with a nonlinear
mass-breadth structure.

competitive advantage over a smaller herbivores, and this pattern is consistent across all

structural models and regardless of adaptive foraging (Fig. 3.4). While this pattern emerges
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unilaterally, it is most stark when all consumers are trophically connected to all resource

groups. In this case, and when foraging is adaptive, herbivores of the largest size-class out-

compete every other (Fig. 3.4B). This effectively recapitulates classic expectations from

non-spatial models of Lotka-Volterra competition dynamics [120–122], where the stronger

competitor excludes the weaker competitors. When foraging effort is constant rather than

dynamic, set differences in the proportional contribution of resources among herbivores en-

able enough differences in resource requirements to slightly increase the survival rates of

smaller species (Fig. 3.4A).

While larger consumers have greater overall caloric needs, they are more efficient per-

gram [15]. Moreover, larger species also have greater starvation tolerance [18, 103] due to

the superlinear relationship between endogenous fat stores with body size [43], decreasing

their sensitivity to resource limitation. In our framework, resource limitation is driven ex-

clusively by competitive pressure exerted by species sharing similar diets, such that larger

consumers are able to maintain higher growth rates relative to mortality when resource

access is constricted, resulting in competitive dominance. In natural systems, there are

many other factors that prevent direct competition between the very small and the very

large. For example, smaller herbivores, mediated by mouth- and gut-size allometries, may

focus on different parts of the same plants compared to larger herbivores, potentially driv-

ing herbivorous phenologies [82, 123], reducing competitive load. Moreover, herbivores of

different sizes have different spatio-temporal distributions, such that competitive overlap is

distributed across both space and time [114, 115]. As we assume co-occurring herbivores

are described only by differences in body size in a spatially implicit landscape, it is the

allometric differences in rates controlling growth, reproduction, and mortality alone that

determine the outcome of competition and ultimately coexistence. We emphasize that these

mass-specific survival probabilities should be evaluated in light of the dynamics included

in our model framework. Because we have only included those vital rates described above,

our results reflect the influence of those rates alone on the probability that a consumer is

not competitively excluded.

In an adaptive herbivore community where species are fully connected to the potential

resource base, only the largest survive (Fig. 3.4B). The ability for smaller herbivores to

coexist emerges when patterns of resource use among consumers incorporate more complex

structures (Fig. 3.4C-H). While all mass-breadth structural models increase the survival

probabilities for smaller herbivores, each results in slightly different effects across the body
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size continuum. A positive mass-breadth structure results in survival probabilities with

a long tail towards smaller herbivores when foraging is non-adaptive, with reduced prob-

abilities when foraging is adaptive (Fig. 3.4C,D). A positive mass-breadth structure is

commonly used to simulate food web structures, such as in the Niche model [109], where

the niche-axis that is used to establish diet breadth and overlap is often interpreted as body

size [98]. While a positive mass-breadth relationship results in model structures with statis-

tical features similar to empirical food webs, both the allometric relationships and structural

comparisons are most successful when applied to aquatic systems where consumer-resources

relationships are generally gape-limited [54,98].

Both the negative and nonlinear mass-breadth structure result in elevated survival prob-

abilities for larger consumers (relative to the positive mass-breadth structure) when foraging

is both non-adaptive and adaptive (Fig. 3.4E-H). Overall, when foraging is adaptive, we

observe that an increased dietary breadth among smaller herbivores – which is present in

both the negative and nonlinear mass-breadth structural models – slightly increases the

probability of survival associated with these species. As the differences in mass-specific

survival probabilities among the three mass-breadth models considered here are slight, it is

primarily the presence of structural complexity that allows some competitors an increased

ability to adjust their diets in an effort to minimize competitive pressure, while the exact

nature of structure appears to be less important. A negative mass-breadth relationship has

been successfully applied to model the structure of parasitic interactions in food webs [110],

but may also reflect important constraints of herbivore communities. Specifically, such a

structure may capture increased selectivity for a broader range of energy-rich plants or

plant-parts among smaller browsers [124,125], in contrast to the lower selectivity and more

uniform diets of larger grazers [7].

The nonlinear mass-breadth relationship generates a structure similar to the negative

mass-breadth relationship at smaller to intermediate body size classes, while additionally in-

cluding an increase in breadth at megaherbivore size classes, reflecting their distinct dietary

generality [94,126]. We observe that when consumers adaptively forage under the conditions

of a nonlinear mass-breadth relationship, the dietary generality of megaherbivores appears

to erode the probability of survival at intermediate size-classes (104−106 g; Fig. 3.4H). This

effect occurs because it is these size classes with the greatest dietary constraints, reducing

their ability to avoid overlap with the more starvation-resistant megaherbivores. While

contemporary sub-Saharan African mammalian communities have retained a size-diversity
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similar to Pleistocene systems, the diversity of megaherbivores is now understood to have

steadily declined after the end of the Miocene ca. 5 Myrs BP [127, 128], correlating with

an increase in atmospheric pCO2 and the spread of C4-photosynthetic grasslands [128,129].

With elevated Pliocene megaherbivore diversity, intermediate-sized ungulates had diets that

were more mixed along the browser-grazer spectrum than they are today [128,130].

The results of our approach point to potentially important changes in competitive forces

during this transition from a community with diverse megaherbivores and intermediate-sized

mixed-feeders to one with fewer megaherbivores and intermediate-sized mixed-feeders [128].

Specifically, if there are plentiful megaherbivores with broader diets, the more constricted

diets of intermediate-sized herbivores (Fig. 3.4H) results in lower survival, building a case

for increased selection pressures for mixed-feeding foraging strategies at these intermediate

size-classes prior to 5 Myrs BP. In contrast, if megaherbivores are rare, such that the

negative mass-breadth relationship better approximates the realized structure of the food

web, the more constrained diets of intermediate-sized herbivores can achieve higher survival,

lowering selective pressures on mixed-feeding strategies, potentially explaining their decline

alongside decreases in megaherbivore diversity [130].

3.4.3 Lesser competitors escape competition through adaptive foraging

and structural insulation

When foraging is adaptive, trophic overlap is itself a dynamic quantity that changes with

time and context. As the competitive pressure experienced by consumers changes, con-

sumers in turn alter their foraging behaviors, which alters the competitive pressure for

shared resources and the resulting resource and consumer population densities. If a con-

sumer is a non-specialist with more than one potential resource, the profitability of one

resource may exceed the average profitability such that its proportional contribution will

increase (see Eq. 4.5). In contrast, a specialist consumer with one resource cannot alter its

proportional contribution regardless of competitive pressure. We evaluate the dynamic na-

ture of diet overlap by calculating the Pianka Index [131] over time (Eq. 3.6). This measure

provides a symmetric pairwise comparison of resource utilization and returns an overlap

measure between 0 (no overlap) and 1 (complete overlap) for consumers in the community

with respect to their shared resources. The dietary overlap between species i and k across
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m resources, Oik, is therefore measured as

Oik(t) = Oki(t) =

∑m
j pij(t)pkj(t)√∑m

j pij(t)
2
∑m

j pkj(t)
2
, (3.6)

where pij and pkj are the proportional contribution of resource j in the diets of consumers

i and k, respectively. An increase in this overlap index, Oik → 1, therefore means that

consumers i and k have diets that are more similar – in terms of shared foods and in terms

of the proportional contribution of shared foods – whereas an overlap index, Oik → 0,

implies less overlap. As such, dietary overlap provides insight into the level of competitive

pressure a species faces at a given moment in time, though it does not contain information

regarding which species has a competitive advantage or which species altered their diet to

reduce or promote overlap.

We examine changes in dietary overlap by evaluating to what extent consumers share

their resources with competitors at both the beginning of a simulation and after the system

reaches steady state. This comparison allows us to determine whether an herbivore pop-

ulation increases or decreases its dietary overlap relative to the initial state. We observe

a range of mass-specific differences in overlap dynamics, depending on the mass-breadth

structure of the food web (Fig. 3.5). When herbivores are fully connected, nearly all con-

sumers face increases in dietary overlap and are then extirpated from the system, except

for the largest size-class, which decreases its overlap and survives (Fig. 3.5A). As complex

trophic structures are integrated, smaller body size classes avoid extirpation by altering

their dietary overlap. When structure follows a positive mass-breadth relationship, we ob-

serve that only small consumers experience an increase in their niche overlap (Fig. 3.5B).

This occurs because a positive mass-breadth relationship requires that smaller consumers

have lower dietary breadth. The increased specialization of these size classes therefore limits

the opportunities of these species to alter their diets in order to escape competition from

larger consumers.

Structures that follow both negative and nonlinear mass-breadth relationships assume

that the diet breadth of the smallest herbivores is large (Fig. 3.5C,D). Smaller species

are thus imbued with an increased range of potential dietary adaptation, able to alter

their diets across a larger combination of potential dietary strategies in order to minimize

overlap with competitors, promoting coexistence. As such, the increased plasticity of small

herbivore diets introduces ‘dietary refugia’, enabling them to escape the exclusionary effects
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of competing with larger, stronger competitors. While larger species tend to dominate

their resource base, if smaller species retain enough plasticity in their potential diets, they

are able to consolidate their foraging efforts to those resources of lesser importance to

superior competitors. A positive change in dietary overlap thus corresponds with lower a

lower probability of survival (Fig. 3.4). This allows us to dissect the effect of increased

megaherbivore dietary breadth on intermediate-sized herbivores: while these starvation-

resistant giants alter their diets to avoid overlap, intermediate-sized herbivores are more

constrained, such that the change in overlap attains concave-down geometry across log

body mass (Fig. 3.4D).

3.4.4 Dietary overlap reduces community richness

If niche overlap drives competition among herbivores, it follows that reductions in dietary

overlap via adaptive foraging are expected to increase species persistence generally, pro-

moting community richness. By measuring community-wide dietary overlap, or the average

steady state overlap across species as a function of the proportion of the community that

survives, we can assess community-scale effects of both adaptive foraging and positive,

negative, and nonlinear mass-breadth structures. Previous investigations have shown that

size-structured adaptive food webs have reduced robustness with increased connectivity be-

tween species [132]. Similarly, we observe that in a fully connected system, because the

largest consumer monopolizes the resource landscape, all other species are driven extinct

(Fig. 3.6A). With the introduction of structural complexity, we observe a strong negative

relationship between community richness and average steady state overlap, the slope of

which depends on the mass-breadth relationship. When the mass-breadth relationship is

positive, small increases in average dietary overlap drive smaller decreases in steady state

community richness, resulting in a shallower slope (Fig. 3.6B).

If structure is assumed to result from either negative or nonlinear mass-breadth rela-

tionships, we observe two effects: i) the overall steady state community richness increases,

and ii) increases in average overlap drive larger decreases in richness, resulting in a steeper

slope (Fig. 3.6C,D). Interestingly, it is the negative mass-breadth relationship that appears

to enable richer steady state communities, regardless of overlap (Fig. 3.6C). We suggest

that it is the increased ability of smaller consumers to find dietary refugia from their larger

competitors that results in increased richness, especially when average dietary overlap is
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low. While these benefits are also realized when the mass-breadth relationship is nonlin-

ear, the increased dietary breadth of megaherbivores lowers the diversity of intermediate

size-classes, such that community richness ultimately suffers.

The steepening of the negative relationship between mean trophic niche overlap and

species persistence is important for our understanding of how structural assumptions fa-

cilitate community richness. As seen in Fig 3.6, the negative and nonlinear mass-breadth

structural assumptions produce richer communities than does the a positive mass-breadth

that is often assumed in food web models. The negative mass-breadth relationship in par-

ticular, with it’s assumption of low trophic breadth for large herbivores, most consistently

produces rich communities. The addition of high trophic breadth for megaherbivores for

the nonlinear mass-breadth relationship, in contrast, produces a wider range of outcomes

(Fig. 3.6D). The richness of a plant-herbivore system, where competitive exclusion is often

the outcome of those with the most constrained yet overlapping diets, is observed to depend

on the presence of trophic refugia, particularly for less competitive species.

3.5 Conclusion

Complex ecological systems emerge from networks of interconnected species competing for

shared resources and adapting in the face of competitive pressures [88] that are themselves

changing through time. While it is well understood how complex ecological systems react

to small perturbations [133], how larger disturbances, such as species extinctions, feed

back to influence these complex adaptive systems is largely less well understood [89, 99].

Ultimately, ecologists seek to understand the forces that result in diverse communities,

where competitive exclusion would be assumed to drive systems towards fewer species and

simpler structures – an assumption that of course clearly contrasts with what is observed

in nature.

Diverse assemblages of mammalian herbivores have been a defining feature of the Ceno-

zoic, yet how these species operate across a shared resource base is not well understood.

We have shown that allometric differences in the processes governing growth, reproduction,

and mortality from starvation among competing consumers predicts both macroecologi-

cal relationships and a strong sized-based competitive gradient, with the largest species

generally having a competitive advantage. Our theoretical framework shows that the in-

clusion of structural complexity that introduces the potential for ‘dietary refugia’ increases
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the potential for coexistence and community richness. The power of these general mod-

els is their potential to inform larger-scale trends observed across systems, both past and

present. We suggest that our approach may shed light on how megaherbivore dietary gen-

erality can influence competition that may shape the selective pressures experienced by

intermediate-sized herbivores, and this may have particular relevance for observed changes

in sub-Saharan African mammalian communities across the Pliocene [127,128,130]. By in-

corporating process-based energetic constraints regulating plant-resource interactions, our

approach may be useful for understanding the governing forces shaping and reshaping mam-

malian communities across the Cenozoic.
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Figure 3.4: The probability of survival as a function of consumer body size. a) Non-
adaptive foraging and e) adaptive foraging in a fully connected plant-herbivore system. b)
Non-adaptive foraging and f) adaptive foraging in a plant-herbivore system with a positive
mass-breadth structure. c) Non-adaptive foraging and g) adaptive foraging in a plant-
herbivore system with a negative mass-breadth structure. d) Non-adaptive foraging and h)
adaptive foraging in a plant-herbivore system with a nonlinear mass-breadth structure.
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Chapter 4

The Dynamics of Competition

Constrain and Explain

Macroevolutionary Trends Among

Mammalian Communities Across

the Cenozoic

4.1 Abstract

Patterns in the distributions of body-mass heavily influence the structure and outcome of

competitive dynamics. The herbivore communities of the Cenozoic provide a diverse range

of body-mass distributions that allow us to explore the impact of different distributions on

competition. Here we investigate mammalian herbivore body-mass distributions through

allometric, adaptive, plant-herbivore food-webs over two broad environmental axes: closed

vs open environments and humid vs arid environments.

The incorporation of diverse mass-distributions with environmental scenarios provides

insight into the relationship between distribution structure and community stability. Our

framework demonstrates that broad separation in body-mass increases community stability.

It shows that very large gaps in body-size can reverse the normally positive mass-fitness

relationship. The distinction between humid and arid environments does not alter the

48
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patterns of herbivore competition that govern community stability. Finally, the distinction

between closed and open environments can substantially alter competitive outcomes as

closed environments can provide more opportunties for niche partitioning.

4.2 Introduction

Herbivore community dynamics are heavily influenced by competition for resources [82].

The nature and outcomes of these competitive interactions are an important component of

the fitness landscape driving long term trends in the composition and functioning of commu-

nities over time [134]. Because mammalian vital rates governing population-level processes

largely scale with body size [24], the fitness differences that emerge from competitive in-

teractions between species may also retain a certain size-dependency [135]. Importantly, if

the effects of competition vary with organismal body mass, the selective potential of the

emergent fitness landscape may have particular influence on the forces that constrain the

evolution of mammalian size distributions.

Mammalian herbivore communities spanning the Cenozoic (66-0 Myrs BP) provide a

diverse set of experiments that test the structure and functioning of these systems across

variable climate regimes and environmental conditions that cannot be replicated by looking

at modern systems alone [136]. The long timescales by which changes in paleo-communities

can be evaluated is particularly important for understanding the conditions and conse-

quences under which diverse assemblages of species coexist, as well as long-term trends in

their compositions. A defining trend characterizing the evolution of Cenozoic mammalian

communities is the shifting nature of body size distributions, a consequence of both mor-

phological niche expansion following the K-Pg extinction [137], as well as from changing

resource environments driven by climate change [29, 138]. The evolution of mammalian

body size during this period can be characterized by a rapid expansion in maximal sizes

throughout the Paleocene and Eocene, followed by a more gradual increase during initial

coolhouse conditions (35-40 Myrs BP) [137,139,140]. The tendency for lineages to increase

in body size, known as Cope’s Rule [141], is a well-known macroevolutionary trend in both

terrestrial and aquatic systems [137,142,143]. The underlying forces governing Cope’s Rule,

however, from the physiological rates that constrain organismal life-histories, to the chang-

ing fitness landscapes associated with different body sizes, are not well understood. Because
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body size scales metabolism, growth, energetic storage, and species interactions [144], de-

ciphering the population-level consequences of body size may shed light on the constraints

shaping the structure and functioning of mammalian communities over macroevolutionary

timescales.

The factors underlying patterns of body-mass distribution in mammalian communities

have undergone considerable debate [145]. Explanations range from constraints due to the

energetic limitations of resource assimilation and reproduction [90], differences in dispersal

abilities [146], different pressures from inter-species interactions [147], and discontinuities

in landscape geometry and disturbance regimes [148]. While there is supporting evidence

for all of these explanations to play contributing roles in the evolution and maintenance

of the size-structure of communities [145], we lack a coherent framework for assessing the

general role of population-level energetic constraints and interspecific interactions. By lever-

aging process-based models that capture the energetic trade-offs contributing to population

growth and regulation, combined with a macroevolutionary perspective of mammalian com-

munity change over time, a deeper understanding of the mechanistic forces governing the

structure of mammalian communities stands to be gained.

Here we examine the relationship between changing body-mass distributions and the

resulting stability of associated body size classes within a single locality, across a range

of environmental and ecological conditions throughout the Cenozoic. We build upon the

integration of an n-dimensional plant-herbivore food-web model [135] with process-based

allometric energetic constraints [103] to examine the influence of mammalian body mass

distributions from the Linxia Basin in Gansu, China [149], as they evolved and assembled

from the Oligocene to the Pleistocene. This time span witnessed significant uplift of the

Tibetan Plateau resulting in dramatic shifts in climate and a vegetative environment tran-

sitioning from closed to open, to downstream effects on the structure of local mammalian

communities. By understanding how these mammalian body size distributions impact the

dynamic outcomes that emerge from competition between co-occurring herbivorous species,

may provide general insight into the forces that give rise the distinctive body size distribu-

tions of mammalian communities.

Our results reveal four key insights into the role of competition dynamics in driving the

nature of mammalian body mass distributions across the Cenozoic. First, we demonstrate

that sufficiently large gaps in body-mass distributions can provide fitness advantages to

smaller consumers, allowing these gaps to be maintained once created. Second, we show
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that the distinction between arid and humid environments alone, as represented by changes

in plant biomass, are not expected to significantly influence the outcomes of herbivore com-

petition. Third, we show that the distinction between closed and open environments, as

represented by changes in the resolution of resource partitioning, significantly alters the out-

comes of herbivore competition. Finally, we demonstrate that the average mass gap between

consumers directly influences the survival of herbivore communities. We suggest that un-

derstanding the energetic constraints of species’ populations in the context of competition

within a shared resource environment, provide direct insight into the macroevolutionary

forces constraining mammalian size distributions across the Cenozoic.

4.3 Model Framework

4.3.1 Consumer-resource dynamics

We construct a bipartite network of interacting herbivores and their plant resources, where

the trophic structure of the network and the proportional contributions of resources to

consumer diets are given by the weighted adjacency matrix A. As such, a given element of A,

Aij , is given a value > 0 if the herbivore i consumes resource j, and a value of zero otherwise,

where the proportional contributions of resources j in the diet of consumer i is constrained

by
∑

j Aji = 1. The available resources Rj (g/m2) grow logistically with intrinsic growth

rate αj to a carrying capacity kj , and decline due to consumption by herbivore consumer

populations Ci (g/m2) (Eq. 4.3). Consumed resources fuel both consumer growth and

reproduction. The rate of consumption to fuel reproduction is proportional to resource

density and is given by λj(Rj)/Yij , where λi(Rj) is the consumer growth rate and Yij is

the consumer yield coefficient, or the grams of consumer i produced per gram of resource

j consumed. The consumer’s growth rate with respect to a particular resource j, λi(Rj),

follows Michaelis-Menton (Type II) kinetics as a function of the resource density Rj , where

the maximum growth is λmax
i and the resource half-saturation density is k̂j = kj/2, such

that

λi(Rj) = λmax
i

(
Rj

k̂j +Rj

)
. (4.1)

While the consumer population density grows as the sum of rates λi(Rj) taken across

consumed resources, we assume for now that consumer mortality is a function of starvation,

where the rate of starvation for consumer i on resource j
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σi(Rj) = σmax
i

(
1− Rj

kj

)
. (4.2)

As such, the rate of starvation increases as a consumer’s suite of resources become scarce.

In this context, σmax
i is the maximal rate of starvation for consumer i that occurs when the

environment is devoid of resources. See Table 4.1 for a description of parameters.

The full system describing n consumers interacting with m resources, such that species

richness S = n+m, is given by

d

dt
Ci =

n∑
j=1

Aijλi(Rj)Ci −
m∑
j=1

Aijσi(Rj)Ci,

d

dt
Rj = αjRj

(
1− Rj

kj

)
−

n∑
i=1

Aij
λi(Rj)

Yij
Ci. (4.3)

The rate laws describing resource consumption as well as consumer growth and mortality

all vary as a function of consumer body mass Mi, where the consumer is assumed to be

a mammalian herbivore, and the resource j is an unspecified plant functional group with

characteristic growth rate αj , carrying capacity kj , and energy density Edj . Edj then

interacts with consumer mass to determine the consumer yield coefficient, Yij . To examine

the dynamics for a particular system, we set the constraints governing resource growth and

the body size distribution of the herbivore community (see Supplementary Appendix II).

Values of resource reproduction rate αj and energy densities Edj are drawn uniformly from

the rates found in browse and graze plants [104, 105] (see Supplementary Appendix II).

Resource carrying capacities are established by first assuming a community-level carrying

capacity K, where a subset of resource-specific carrying capacities are randomly chosen

such that
∑

j kj = K for resources j = 1...m. Because we assume that consumer densities

that fall below Ci = 10−10 are functionally extinct and excluded from the system, the final

body mass distribution may not reflect that used to initiate community dynamics.

Given the assumption of adaptive dynamics, consumer species dynamically adjust the

effort associated with a particular plant resource to maximize profitability, defined as the

net reproductive output produced by a particular diet. This means that the proportional

contribution of a given resource increases if the profitability associated with a focal resource
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Table 4.1: Model parameters and values/units

Definition Parameter Value/Units

Resource j
density Rj g/m2

reproduction rate αj 1/s
carrying capacity kj g/m2

energy density Edj J/g

Consumer i
density C g/m2

body mass Mi g
max reproduction rate λmax 1/s
yield coefficient Yij none
natural mortality rate µi 1/s
starvation rate σi 1/s
foraging effort Aij (0, 1)
learning rate Gi 1/s

j if

λi(Rj)Ci >
m∑
l=1

Ailλi(Rl)Ci, (4.4)

and decreases otherwise [88, 89]. For consumer i, the rate at which this adaptation occurs

is governed by the learning rate Gi, where the dietary contribution of resource j changes as

d

dt
Aij = GiAij

λi(Rj)Ci −
m∑
j=1

Aijλi(Rj)Ci

 . (4.5)

As consumer and resource densities change over time, the diets of consumers change as

well. Because resources that become heavily consumed by a diversity of consumer species

will suffer significant mortality, reducing their densities, this adaptive foraging dynamic

will tend to result in consumers with steady state diets that minimize competitive loads.

Throughout, we examine the outcome of community dynamics when adaptive foraging alters

diets in response to competitive pressures (Gi > 0 for consumers i = 1 : n), as well as the

case where diets are not assumed to change adaptively (Gi = 0 for consumers i = 1 : n).

4.3.2 Cenozoic size distributions

Specific body mass distributions are integrated into our modeling framework by initiating

a simulated community with the same number and size-classes of species represented by
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a particular empirical community, where, with respect to the Linxia Basin fauna, are ob-

tained from Ref. 149 (see Table C.2). Because organismal vital rates in our framework are

allometric and purely a function of body mass Mi, the dynamical equations for consumers

within the community are almost entirely set by size-distributions alone. We assess the body

size distributions of six mammalian faunas from the Linxia Basin: the late Oligocene (25

Myrs BP), the mid-Miocene (14.5 Myrs BP), two communities from the late-Miocene (9.5

Myrs BP; 8.3 Myrs BP;), the early Pliocene (5.3 Myrs BP) [150], and the early Pleistocene

(2.5-2.2 Myrs BP) [151]. Altogether, mammalian body sizes across these assemblages range

from 17 g to 24,030,124 g [149]. The rank-ordered size distributions (cenograms) for each

of these communities is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Throughout, we include m resource groups equal to the number of consumers, where a

particular resource group is one that may be assumed to include multiple species with simi-

lar growth rates, carrying capacities, and energy densities. Resource dynamics require three

specific inputs, which we draw from Uniform Distributions about known mean values: those

for individual resource carrying capacities kj , growth rates αj , and energy densities Edj (see

Supplementary Appendix II. These resource traits are altered systematically to account for

alternative environmental conditions: open vs. closed, arid vs. humid. Aridity is assumed

to determine system carrying capacity ksystem for plant resources. An ’arid’ environment

sets carrying capacity to 15000 g/m2. A ’humid’ environment sets carrying capacity to

30000 g/m2. Openness is assumed to determine potential diet partitioning, as represented

by the number of distinct plant resources present in the system. An ’open’ environment sets

the number of resources to 2/3 the number of consumers. A ’closed’ environment sets the

number of resources to 4/3 the number of consumers. We assume an interaction structure

between herbivores and resources that follows a negative mass-breadth relationship, mean-

ing that the number of resources consumed by a particular herbivore decreases with body

size [135] (see Supplementary Appendix V), an assumption closely matching empirical ob-

servations of contemporary communities [7,8]. Because the contribution of each resource to

the diet of each consumer is dynamic over time (see Eq. 4.5), initial proportional contribu-

tions are drawn from a uniform distribution between [0, 1], where they are then normalized

to sum to 1 for each consumer. For all analyses, we run 250 replicates. To calculate the

probability of survival, Wi, for a particular species i, we evaluate the proportion of replicate

communities where the density of that species Ci(t) > 10−10 inds/m2 for all t.
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4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Ecological insights into macroevolutionary trends among mammalian

communities

The Cenozoic represents a time of considerable experimentation across diverse mammalian

communities evolving under unique environmental conditions [140]. Following the explo-

sion in mammalian diversity and morphologies after the extinction of non-Avian dinosaurs

66 Myrs BP, communities of interacting mammalian species emerged, forming their own

unique assemblages over space and time [152,153]. A number of macroevolutionary trends

influenced the nature of these communities, particularly during the first 20 Myrs following

the K-Pg extinction [39]. The expansion of maximum body size among both herbivores and

carnivores dramatically increased by four orders of magnitude by the mid-Eocene ca. 40

Myrs BP [39]. This trend towards increasing body size over macroevolutionary timescales,

known as Cope’s Rule [141], diffused across vacant niches left behind by larger dinosaurian

clades [137,154], potentially fueled by the increasing competitive advantages associated with

starvation tolerance among larger mammalian species [18,103,135].

We first evaluate the dynamic properties of mammalian systems from body mass dis-

tributions of communities located in the Linxia Basin, Gansu, China [149]. The Linxia

Basin assemblages represent seven distinct communities, including the late Oligocene, the

mid-Miocene, three from the late-Miocene, the Pliocene, and the early Pleistocene. While

understanding temporal dynamics across these systems is clearly of interest, we first eval-

uate these communities without respect to temporal trends, treating each community as

a separate experiment in mammalian community organization. In this way, we aim to in-

vestigate whether there are general properties characterizing the dynamics of mammalian

communities writ-large, across the diversity of environmental, ecological, and evolutionary

conditions that led to their assembly over the course of the Cenozoic.

Our community-scale consumer-resource model allows us to evaluate the dynamic out-

comes that emerge across a suite of herbivorous species representing a particular body mass

distribution competing for resources [135]. These body mass distributions reconstructed

from communities within the Linxia Basin represent snapshots of the community from the

Oligocene to the Pleistocene, and can depicted by their cenograms, or rank-ordered size

distributions. By using the different body mass distributions of species in the Linxia Basin

to parameterize our food web framework [149], we can directly evaluate how the effects of
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competition impact species falling into different body size classes, and to what extent this

might influence the macroevolutionary forces at work in the community.

Our food web framework combines process-based energetic relationships (see [103]) to

parameterize rates of herbivore reproduction, consumption, and mortality as a function of

consumer mass Mi in a shared resource environment [135]. As consumers compete for a

set of shared resources, we evaluate survival probabilities for each consumer i, Wi, defined

as the probability that a species in a given size class maintains a steady state population

density above the minimum threshold over time (see Methods), evaluated across a series

of independent trials (x = 250). This survival probability describes the robustness of

a species’ population with respect to its competitive environment, and can therefore be

understood as a component of fitness. Because species are described only by their body

mass, the probability of survival can be directly equated with a particular size class, over

which community-level patterns are evaluated.

We observe that the Linxia Basin communities across the Cenozoic, regardless of time

period, reveal strong competitive advantages associated with larger body sizes (Fig. 4.1).

The competitive advantage associated with increasing size is apparent even when community

body size distributions are randomly generated [135], and emerges from the increased ability

of larger organisms to withstand periods of resource scarcity. This starvation tolerance, or

fasting endurance [43], has long been thought to influence mammalian macroevolution, and

may directly contribute to the forces governing Cope’s Rule [18]. Because the per-capita

growth of each consumer is due solely to the competing effects of population growth and

mortality from senescence and starvation, the increase in survival associated with larger sizes

observed here originates entirely from the competitive advantages provided by increased

starvation tolerance [135].

While the survival advantages associated with larger body sizes effectively cloud smaller-

scale patterns, we can examine such patterns by calculating the change in expected survival

of a consumer i associated with small changes in body mass, which is a measure of the

relative strength of selection ψi(Mi) = ∂Wi/∂Mi. As such, we would expect selection to

favor larger body sizes if ψ(Mi) > 0 and smaller body sizes if ψ(Mi) < 0 with respect to a

particular mass Mi, where the relative magnitude of ψ provides a measure of the steepness

of the selection gradient. We observe that, for all of the Linxia Basin communities (Fig.

4.2A), the strength of selection is more often positive but can also assume negative values

across the range of mass classes. In other words, while the selection surface is generally
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Figure 4.1: Mammalian communities from the Oligocene to the Pleistocene. Top rows:
Survival probabilities Wi as a function of rank-ordered body-size, where larger sizes species
generally have increased Wi. Bottom rows: Herbivore mass as a function of rank-order
(cenograms).

biased towards the fitness advantages associated with larger body sizes, it is not always the

case.

To understand under what conditions smaller body sizes are favored, such that ψ(Mi) <

0, we examine the strength of selection as a function of the body size gap separating each

mammal from its nearest-sized neighbor. Specifically, we evaluate the strength of selection
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with respect to the smaller-sized organism for each pair of mass-adjacent species, where

larger gaps correlate with larger vertical spacings within a cenogram. When examined in

this way, we observe that when the body size gap is small to intermediate in size, ψ(Mi) is

typically positive with respect to the smaller species of the pair (blue points in Fig. 4.2B)

and occasionally negative (red points in Fig. 4.2B). In contrast, for large gaps in body size,

ψ(Mi) is always negative with respect to the smaller species of the pair. In other words,

while the general tendency of the fitness surface inferred from our consumer-resource model

favors larger body size, if the gap between body sizes in the community is very large, the

fitness surface exclusively favors smaller body sizes. Within our framework, dietary overlap

decreases with differences in body-mass, such that the competitive pressure between two

mass-adjacent herbivores will be lower if the body size gap between species is larger. This

reduction in competitive pressure, in turn, promotes the probability of survival of the smaller

species, resulting in a negative ψ(Mi).

The expansion of body sizes throughout the Cenozoic is perhaps the largest-scale trend

associated with mammalian evolution, however it is not the only emergent pattern. Along-

side the expansion of body size, there is a less dramatic but prominent feature of Cenozoic

mammalian body mass distributions, sometimes referred to as the ‘hole in morphospace’

first documented by Alroy (1998) [137]. This hole – describing body sizes ranging from

103− 104 grams – documents the appearance of strong bimodality in mammalian body size

distributions that first appears at ca. 40 Myrs BP [137], and has been maintained since, ap-

parent across multiple continents [39]. In contemporary sub-Saharan African systems, the

presence of two modes separated by this gap is present across multiple spatial scales [155].

One can either view this body size gap as the product of two body size optima – one at a

100 g mode and one at a larger-sized mode – or as a region of morphospace that is decidedly

sub-optimal. The specific forces giving rise to this sub-optimality are unknown [155], but

have been hypothesized to include decreased abilities of herbivores in this size class to hide

or flee from predators [139], or perhaps represents a lower limit of digestive efficiencies,

particularly for ruminants [156]. Importantly, the absence of a body size gap prior to 40

Myrs BP suggests that these body sizes were not always sub-optimal, though once the gap

emerged, its maintenance became a defining characteristic of mammalian communities.

In the Linxia Basin, the body size gap is clearly evident across all temporal snapshots,

from the Oligocene to the Pleistocene (Fig. 4.2A), and as observed in North American

communities, ranges from 5× 103 to 8× 104 g Our finding of a negative ψ(Mi) associated
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with gaps of this size suggests that, when a gap is formed and regardless of its cause,

if the size of the gap is above a particular threshold, the competitive forces captured by

our consumer-resource framework will promote its maintenance. While our approach cannot

provide insight into the cause of this ‘hole in morphospace’, we suggest that its maintenance

over the 40 Myrs since its origination may be due to the relative fitness differences associated

with smaller body sizes that arise when dietary overlap is lowered – that is, after the

gap is formed. In diverse contemporary communities, smaller herbivores face maximal

predation pressure at sizes near this morphospace gap [2], a product of the nested hierarchy

of trophic interactions among mammalian predators [52]. Perhaps coincident with the

hypothesized physiological limitations associated with fleeing and hiding [39] as well as

digestive constraints [156], these factors create enough of a fitness disadvantage to generate

a gap large enough that competitive interactions between species enable its maintenance by

way of the selection differential observed here.

It is well known that the strength of selection for a particular trait is proportional to the

rate of trait change within a population [157,158]. In the context of our analysis, this means

that for a species of size Mi, the trajectory of its size evolution dMi/dt ∝ ∂Wi/∂Mi. An

additional observation pointed out by Alroy [137] from the body size trajectories of North

American mammalian clades is the existence of two body size attractors that may give rise

to the the small- and large-sized optima separating the noted hole in morphospace. These

attractors are defined with respect to changes in mass over time across different mammalian

lineages, as a function of the originating mass [137], resulting in body size modes at the lower

end Mi ≈ 102 g and at the higher end Mi ≈ 107 g. Between these attractors, the maximal

rate of body mass increase over evolutionary time is at Mi ≈ 7.53 × 104 g. Applying

the proportional equivalence of observed rate of change in body sizes, dMi/dt, with our

estimated strength of selection ψ(Mi), we next examine whether maximum average rates of

within-lineage body size evolution correlate with predicted peak selective strengths.

Predicted selection strengths generally decline as a function of body mass, and as we

have observed are a mixture of positive values associated with fitness advantages with

increased size, and negative values associated with fitness advantages with decreased size.

Accordingly, if we examine the average change in ψ over mass (accounting for only positive

values), we obtain a negatively sloped function over mass ψ̄(Mi). Deviations above ψ̄(Mi)

point to body sizes where the strength of selection is greater than expected for a given body

mass. By examining ψ(Mi) − ψ̄(Mi), we observe two maxima on either side of the body
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Figure 4.2: Top Left:The distribution of body masses in each era. The bimodal structure is
consistent but the intensity varies by community. Top Right: The slope of the fitness surface
as a function of the gap in body-mass between consumers. Blue dots show fitness increasing
with mass. Red dots shoe fitness decreasing with mass. Bottom Let: The probability of
fitness decreasing with body-mass (red dots from the top right panel) as a function of the
body-mass gap between consumers. Bottom Right: Blue dots: Positive residuals from the
slope of the fitness surface as a function of consumer body-mass. Red dots: Negative slopes.

size gap, occurring at M low
i ≈ 160g and Mhigh

i ≈ 160, 000g (Fig. 4.2D). That we obtain

maximal relative selection strengths at body sizes where the rate of body size evolution

is also maximized suggests that the dynamics of competition described in our framework

may have played an important role in the evolutionary forces giving rise to mammalian

communities across the Cenozoic.

The macroevolutionary dynamics that emerge from competitive interactions across body

sizes also interact with environmental conditions. The ’hole in morphospace’, for example,
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is particularly associated with open environments [159]. Whether and to what extent envi-

ronmental conditions influences the outcome these competitive interactions is important to

understand.

4.4.2 Trends in the Linxia Basin across the Cenozoic

The Linxia Basin of China sits on the Northeastern edge of the Tibetan Plateau [149,

150]. The location is noted for its deposits of large mammal fossils from the Oligocene

to the Pleistocene, particularly its diversity of fossil rhinoceros taxa, both from the True

Rhinoceroses (Rhinocerotidae) and the relatives such as Paraceratherium [150]. The Tibetan

Plateau saw substantial uplift over the course of the Cenozoic and this is thought to have

driven environmental change in the region. The late Oligocene ecosystem is thought to

have been an arid woodland, [149] which, by the Mid-Miocene, had become significantly

more humid. After the Mid-Miocene, however, the region became colder and drier over

time, giving rise to major expansions of grasses and grassland habitats [129]. By the early

Pleistocene, the Linxia Basin had become an open steppe environment with some brush

and occasional patches of woodland [149].

A distinct faunal procession accompanies the environmental change brought on by the

uplift of the Tibetan Plateau [150]. The Oligocene fauna are dominated by Perissodactyls,

notably Chalicothere taxa and the giants Dzungariotherium orgosense, Paraceratherium

yagouense, as well as Creodont predators. Rhinoceros genera (Rhinocerotidae) remain

abundant in the herbivore communities through most of the transition from Oligocene

to Pleistocene. The diversity of Rhinoceros taxa is particularly noteworthy in the Late

Miocene, where we also see the arrival of equids [150]. During the Pleistocene, there is an

increase in carnivore diversity and abundance, as well as the arrival of more familiar forms

including the giant horse (Equus) and ancestors of the woolly Rhinoceros (Coelodonta) [150].

The punctuated transition from woodland to arid steppe with its shifting herbivore com-

munity, dominated by Perissodactyls, provides a testing ground for examining the influence

of environmental change on the effects of herbivore competition.

We address environmental change in the context of our model framework in two ways:

we assume that i) the arid-humid gradient correlates with increased productivity, and ii)

the open-closed vegetative gradient correlates with an increase in the functional diversity of

resources. While the link between the arid-humid transition and productivity is well known

and oft-assumed in environmental reconstructions of past climate [160], and we incorporate
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these effects by lowering the carrying capacity in more arid environments by 50% (see

Supplementary Appendix III). While we do not know the exact quantitative nature linking

estimates of aridity in the paleorecord to estimates in carrying capacity used in our model,

understanding the magnitude and direction of how a 50% change in the carrying capacity

influences our results enables a qualitative understanding of the effects of environmental

change on model results.

The increase in functional resource diversity along an open grassland to mixed woodland

gradient is perhaps more ambiguous, though we emphasize that it is the effect of potential

resource partitioning from the perspective of the herbivore community that is most relevant

to our approach. Simply stated, our assumption here incorporates the idea that in increas-

ingly segmented mixed woodlands, there exists a mosaic of micro-environments that distin-

guish the diets of co-occurring herbivores. This is supported, in part, by the association

found between herbivore diversity and vegetation structural diversity prior to the terminal

Pleistocene extinctions [161]. In contrast, we assume that open grassland environments –

while potentially hosting a large diversity of plant species – enable less dietary segregation

between co-occurring herbivores, supported by observations in the East Africa [7, 8]. We

incorporate the increased functional diversity of closed woodlands by increasing the number

of resource groups by 33%.
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Figure 4.3: This shows the proportion of surviving species in a community over the four
environmental scenarios. A-arid, H-humid, O-open, C-closed. The closed-open distinction
drives differences in survival rates across communities.

Across all temporal snapshots of the Linxia Basin, we find that changes in productivity

(by way of altering the carrying capacity) do not have significant effects on fitness averaged
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across body size W (Fig. 4.3). This can be understood by observing that changes to both

carrying capacity and plant resource growth rates scale linearly with changes in steady state

densities across consumer body mass, as is observed 2-dimensional consumer-resource mod-

els [103]. Because changes in carrying capacity do not impact the dynamics of competition,

the cumulative effect on survival across body mass is negligible. In contrast, the increased

functional diversity of closed woodlands does have a significant effect, serving to increase

W regardless of productivity (except for the Pleistocene Linxia community, where only the

higher productivity associated with humid conditions enables increased W for closed envi-

ronments (Fig. 4.3). Increasing the number of plant resources provides more opportunities

for herbivores to partition resources into minimally overlapping diets, generally promoting

the probability of survival.

By incorporating insights gained from paleoenvironmental reconstructions of the Linxia

Basin community, we next apply the correct environmental conditions to each time pe-

riod and evaluate temporal trends in community dynamics from the Oligocene through the

Pleistocene. The Linxia Basin region maintained an approximately humid-closed environ-

ment until the late-Miocene, at which point the system transitioned to and maintained an

arid-open environment up to and throughout the Pleistocene. [149]. Applying the effects

of these environmental reconstructions (Fig. 4.4) consistently produces communities with

W ≈ 0.2−0.5, with the exception of the Oligocene which has higher average survival. While

it might be expected that closed environments would produce an increase in the average

survival for both the Oligocene and Mid-Miocene, this does not occur due to differences in

the size-structure of the Mid-Miocene community. These differences may also be due to the

large difference in the number of species documented in the late Oligocene (11) versus the

mid-Miocene (26), and in particular the representation of smaller size-classes. As such, the

closed environmental conditions applied here is on par with open environments associated

with other eras (Fig 4.3). At this very general scale of averaged fitness across body sizes, it

is therefore clear that the Oligocene community stands in sharp contrast to those from the

mid-Miocene through the Pleistocene.

The expansion of open habitats is one of the major transitions of the Cenozoic [129].

Open habitats begin to form globally in the late Paleogene but do not become a significant

feature of landscapes until the early Miocene [162]. In China, open-habitats form first as

Ephedra-dominated systems in the northwestern and central regions during the Paleogene

while grasslands do not become widespread until the middle to late Miocene [163]. This
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Figure 4.4: The average survival rate of each community in its historical environmental
context through the transition to open environments. A-Arid, H-Humid, C-Closed, O-
Open

transition from closed to open systems drives changes at the community and mass-specific

levels. At the community level, the transition increases the overall competitive pressure

experienced and, barring alternative mechanisms for diet partition, reduces average survival.

At the mass-specific level, the loss of medium-sized herbivores reduces the competitive

pressure felt by small sized herbivores, increasing survival probabilities for these size classes.

To assess the role of mass-dependent patterns differentiating Linxia Basin communities

over time, we assess average fitness of the community as a function of the slope of each

temporal cenogram. The cenogram slope describes the evenness or unevenness of the body

size distribution of species within the community. A shallow slope means that there is a more

even uniform distribution of species across body sizes, wheres a steep slope implies that there

are large gaps between mass-adjacent species, such that the composition is uneven. When

combined, we observe that the fitness-cenogram slope relationship across the entire span

of body sizes (Fig. 4.5A) is roughly positive (R2 = 0.72), with the Oligocene community

as an outlier, driving the bulk of the relationship. The positive relationship between the

cenogram slope and average fitness becomes more apparent when assessed across just large-

bodied species (Mi > 8000 g), with the Oligocene community and to some extent the
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mid-Miocene community, standing apart from the late Miocene to Pleistocene systems.

The Oligocene system is thought to have been and arid woodland, characterized by a

general absence of smaller herbivores and the presence of two paracerathere megaherbi-

vores [149]. These differences, and especially the extreme body sizes of the paraceratheres,

serve to create a much steeper cenogram slope, documenting the uneven nature of the

body size distribution of the Oligocene community. Additionally, the lack of small her-

bivores removes the least competitive members of the community, increasing the ability

of those herbivores present to minimize competitive overlap, promoting fitness across the

board. The faunal community shifts significantly through the transition to the mid-Miocene.

Both paracerathere species are lost and the proboscidean community (particularly Gom-

photheriidae) expands. Where the Oligocene fauna lacked small herbivores completely, the

mid-Miocene fauna contain many such species [149]. Combined with the effects of higher

diversity closed environments, and despite the fact that the Oligocene and mid-Miocene

communities have very distinct body size distributions, the unevenness and average fitness

of the large size classes in these communities set the Oligocene and mid-Miocene apart from

those present in the Linxia Basin later in the Cenozoic.
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The expansion of open environments through the Cenozoic, with their reduction in op-

portunities for dietary partitioning, may have motivated novel mechanisms for partitioning

diets within those open habitats, such as foraging by sward height. These results may also

help to explain the weak or non-scaling of body-mass with the grazer-browser continuum of

herbivory [164]. Two competing herbivore species of similar masses will have similar needs

for diet quality. In a mixed environment with access to both graze and browse resources,

partitioning resources along the lines of graze and browse allows a reduction in competition

without significant body-size evolution or compromising diet quality.

4.5 Conclusion

Plant-herbivore relationships emerge from a complex suite of trait interactions between

consumers and their resources. While the central drivers of these relationships, such as

nutritional content, plant secondary compounds, and consumer mouth morphology [12] and

gut physiology [14], have received broad attention, how these traits influence interactions

is poorly understood. The inability to predict dietary niche from traits and context also

prevents the anticipation of food web structure from component species, an important goal

of ecology and the future of conservation as well as our understanding of communities from

the past.

To unravel the web of trait interactions governing plant-herbivore food-webs, we first

need to understand herbivory at the broadest trait levels: herbivore mass, resource avail-

ability, and the resolution of diet partitioning made possible by the plant community. By

exploring that base-layer of herbivore diet we gain insight into the mechanisms of coexistence

of diverse herbivore communities throughout the Cenozoic and build a foundation towards

a more predictive ecology. Moreover, understanding how food webs rewire and adapt under

novel conditions is vital for predicting how consumer systems will respond to environmental

change. In this sense, understanding how the internal mechanisms regulating competitive

forces between species, and how these forces might influence evolutionary trajectories, is

needed to anticipate how mammalian communities will respond to a changing world.
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Supplementary Information: On

the Dynamics of Mortality and the

Ephemeral Nature of Mammalian

Megafauna

A.1 Appendix I: Natural mortality

The natural mortality rate is obtained by first assuming that the number of surviving

individuals in a cohort N follows a Gompertz relationship [33], where

N = N0exp

(
q0
qa

(
1− exp(−qat)

))
, (A.1)

given that q0 is the initial cohort mortality rate, and qa is the annual rate of increase in

mortality, or the actuarial mortality rate. The change in the cohort’s population over time

then follows
d

dt
N = −dN, (A.2)

such that

d = − 1

N

d

dt
N. (A.3)

67
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If tℓ is the expected lifetime of the organism, then the average rate of mortality over a

lifetime tℓ is

µ =
1

tℓ

ˆ tℓ

0
q0exp(qatℓ)

=
q0
qatℓ

(
exp(qatℓ)− 1

)
. (A.4)

The cohort mortality rate q0, the actuarial mortality rate qa and the expected lifetime tℓ

of a mammal with massMC all follow allometric relationships, where q0 = 1.88×10−8M−0.56
C

(1/s) and qa = 1.45 × 10−7M−0.27
C (1/s) where MC is in grams. Together, we obtainn the

allometric relationship

µ(MC) =
3.21× 10−8

(
exp(0.586M0.03

C )− 1
)

M0.59
C

. (A.5)

A.2 Appendix II: Variations in model parameters and allo-

metric rates

While our framework dictates that plant growth rates and carrying capacities are directly

proportional to consumer steady states, we can gain insight into what drives the very

large range of observed consumer densities by exploring the observed ranges of α and k

in terrestrial systems. We assume an intrinsic growth rate roughly that of grass where

α = 9.45 × 10−9 (s−1; [18]), whereas observations among terrestrial plants reveal a range

in growth rates from 2.81 × 10−10 to 2.19 × 10−8 [104], according with a change in α of

roughly 97% lower and 130% higher than the set value. By incorporating this range into our

the estimated resource growth rate, we observe that we can account for a large portion of

consumer steady state densities around the mean density (inner shaded region, Fig. 1, main

text). If we additionally adjust the carrying capacity k of the resource to 90% less-than and

150% more-than the assumed value of 23×103 g/m2, our framework accounts for nearly the

full range of mammalian steady state densities (outer shaded region, Fig. 1, main text). In

this context, the upper-boundary of k observed to capture most higher herbivore densities is

ca. 34 kg/m2, which is on the higher end of estimated live above-ground biomass densities

in terrestrial forests such as in Isle Royal and the Allegheny National Forest [165].

Our model’s ability to capture the bounds of mammalian densities at low and high
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productivity invites some speculation into the actual steepness of the mass-density relation-

ship. While the best-fit slope to Damuth’s Law is -0.77 we also observe that the steeper

relationship given by our framework better captures the boundaries of mass-density data,

whereas varying the intercept of the statistical best-fit would not capture the lower-density

outer-boundary of larger species. While within-clade mass-density relationships often re-

veal a shallower slope than if measured across clades [166], it is possible that the absence of

data for larger mammals may bias estimates of the slope towards smaller (shallower) values.

Mammalian communities have undergone significant anthropogenic restructuring through-

out the Holocene [167], such that many larger species are excluded from the mass-density

relationship by way of extinction [167], and the greater prevalence of smaller species may

introduce size-dependent biases. For example, if species < 100 g are excluded, the empirical

mass-density slope steepens from −0.77 to −0.85.

Considering how variations to the underlying energetic parameters driving consumer-

resource dynamics alters the expected mass-density relationship may shed light on key

constraints shaping mammalian communities. We next explore how variations in the vital

rates included in the consumer-resource model modify the expected intercept and slope of

the mammalian mass-density relationship. Different vital rates impact the mass-density

relationship in three distinct ways, by either i) influencing only the mass-density slope,

ii) influencing only the mass-density intercept, or iii) influencing both. Aside from the

resource growth rate and carrying capacity, our framework also includes the intrinsic con-

sumer reproductive rate λmax
C , the consumer yield coefficient YC , and the maximum rate of

starvation σ. We introduce changes to these rates as, for example, λmax′
C = λmax

C (1 + χ),

where χ ∈ (−1, 2) represents the proportion increase or decrease of the altered parameter

denoted by ′. We note that the recovery rate ρ is sufficiently small that alterations do not

have an influence on either the consumer mass-density intercept or slope.

Importantly, changes to the starvation rate have a large effect on both the consumer-

density intercept and slope (Figs. A.1,A.2). We observe that decreasing σ from the expected

value (χ < 0) serves to increase the steady state intercept, while decreasing the mass-density

slope. By comparison, increasing σ from the expected value (χ > 0) has less effect on the

mass-density relationship. In the consumer-resource model described in Eq. 2.3 (main text),

starvation is the sole source of consumer mortality, and therefore plays an out-sized role

in determining consumer steady states. As this mortality is reduced, consumer densities

increase, raising the intercept. However, as consumer starvation rates decline we observe
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a steeper mass-density slope. Reduced starvation rates therefore principally benefit the

steady state densities of smaller species, with reduced effects observed for larger-bodied

mammals. Because fat biomass scales super-linearly with body mass (see methods; [24]),

the populations of larger consumers are more resilient to the effects of starvation, whereas

those of smaller consumers are more prone.

The consumer’s maximal rate of reproduction λmax
C influences only the mass-density

slope except for the case χ → −1, where growth becomes zero. Above this trivial limit,

we observe the consumer growth rate to have a negative effect on the mass-density slope,

such that as the growth rate increases, the mass-density relationship becomes steeper (Figs.

A.1,A.2). As the intercept does not change, this means that the steady states of larger

bodied consumers decline with increasing λmax
C , while those of smaller-bodied consumers

remain unaltered, though the effect is slight. Of more interest is the effect of the yield

coefficient YC and starvation rate σ (Figs. A.1,A.2). The yield coefficient represents the

conversion of resources to consumer biomass, where an increase in χ correlates to large

increases in consumer steady state without altering the mass-density slope. Here we observe

that increased efficiency in converting resource to consumer biomass will have an effect

similar to increasing resource productivity, as the effective abundance of the resource is

greater when relatively fewer resources fuel a given unit of consumer biomass. Because

YC ∝ Ed where Ed is the energy density of the resource (see methods), resource quality is

therefore expected to translate directly to higher consumer steady state densities.

A.3 Appendix III: Mortality from predation

Per-capita mortality rate from predation The per-capita mortality rate from preda-

tion of the herbivore consumer with mass MC and population density C by a mammalian

predator with body mass MP and population density P is given by

β(C,P ) = f
λP (C)P

CYP
, (A.6)

where λP (C) is the growth rate of the predator, YP is the predator yield coefficient, de-

scribing the grams of predator produced per gram of prey consumed, and f is the degree of

specialization of the predator on the consumer prey (f = 1 denotes specialization, whereas
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f < 1 denotes generalization). Assuming a linear functional response for predation mor-

tality, λP (C) is maximized to λmax
P when the consumer reaches its theoretical maximum

population density, which we calculate by converting the resource carrying capacity directly

to grams of consumer produced, or Cmax = YCk. The growth rate of the predator is then

given by

λP (C) = λmax
P

C

Cmax
= λmax

P

C

YCk
. (A.7)

Together, we observe the per-capita mortality rate to be (as expected) independent of the

consumer density C, and is simplified to

β(P ) = f
λmax
P P

YPYCk
, (A.8)

where we assume that the predator population remains at empirically measured steady state

densities for mammalian carnivores, where P ≡ P ∗ = P0M
−0.88
P [40]. This assumption is

required because the effects of predation are implicit rather than explicit.

As described in the main text, consumer yield is calculated

YC =
MCEd´ tλC

0 B0m(t)ηdt
, (A.9)

where Ed is the energy density of the plant resource R (Joules/g) and the denominator is

the lifetime energy use required by the herbivore consumer to reach maturity (Joules). The

parameters tλC
and B0 are the timescale associated with reaching reproductive maturity

and the metabolic coefficient for herbivorous mammals, respectively, and η = −3/4 is the

metabolic exponent. The predator yield is calculated similarly, where

YP =
MCEC´ tλP

0 B0Pm(t)ηdt
, (A.10)

where EC is the energy density of the herbivore being consumed, and the denominator is

the lifetime energy use required by the predator to reach maturity. The parameters tλP
and

B0P are the timescale associated with reaching reproductive maturity and the metabolic

coefficient for predatory mammals, respectively, and η = −3/4 is the metabolic exponent.

We note that the metabolic coefficient for predators is different than that for mammals [168].

Herbivore energy density The energy density of herbivore consumers changes with body
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mass MC . For example, small mammals have very low percent body fat, whereas very

large mammals have high percent body fat. We assume that predators consume all non-

skeletal mass of prey. Because the amount of consumable tissues with different energy

densities within an herbivore varies allometrically, so too should the energy density EC .

We consider four primary tissue groups: a consumable set composed of muscle, fat, and

other tissues, and an non-consumable set composed only of skeletal tissues. If the scalings

associated with fat, muscle, and skeletal tissues are M fat
C = f0M

1.19
C , Mmusc

C = g0M
1.00
C , and

M skel
C = h0M

1.09
C , the scaling of the other tissue (gut tissue, organ tissue, etc) is given by

Mother
C = MC − (M fat

C +Mmusc
C +M skel

C ). The energy density of fat is Efat = 37700 J/g,

whereas the energy density of muscle is Emusc = 17900 J/g. If we assume that gut and

organ tissues have roughly the same energy density as muscle, the attainable energy density

for an herbivore of size MC is given by

EC(MC) = Efat
M fat

C

MC
+ Emusc

(
Mmusc

C

MC
+
Mother

C

MC

)
. (A.11)

Large-bodied Predator-Prey Mass Ratio (PPMR) The predator growth rate λmax
P ,

the time required for the predator to reach reproductive maturity tλP
, and the predator’s

steady state population density P ∗ are allometric relationships that depend on its body

mass MP . Accordingly, for an herbivore of a given mass MC , we must anticipate the size

of its likely predator MP . This is very different than the more typical issue of anticipating

the average prey size for a given predator. For example, the most preferred prey mass

for an African lion is ca. 350 kg [55], where the inclusion of megaherbivores to diet is

comparatively low. However from a megaherbivore’s perspective, lions may represent the

only potential predator. In other words, because the range of prey body mass increases

for predators of larger body mass [2], it is the upper limit of the range that impacts the

populations of larger herbivores.

To obtain an herbivore-centric measure of the expected predator mass given a particular

herbivore mass E(MP |MC), we first compiled the known diets of large-bodied predators.

Because smaller mammalian predators and prey have very different PPMR relationships

than larger-bodied mammalian predators and prey, we here focus exclusively on the rela-

tionship between mammalian predators and prey > 105 g. From the dietary information
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for large-bodied predators, we repeatedly sampled predator dietary distributions to reflect

each predator’s reliance as a function of prey mass. We introduced variability in predator

and prey masses by assuming that body sizes were normally distributed about the expected

value with a standard deviation of ±10%, allowing us to obtain a distribution of expected

predator diets as a function of prey mass. From this relationship, we then evaluated the

expected predator mass for a given prey mass range to obtain E(MP |MC) shown in Fig.

A.3 (the blue line denotes the best fit), demonstrating an allometric relationship for the

herbivore-centric PPMR of E(MP |MC) = 1.18× 105M0.19
C , which was robust to the partic-

ular sampling strategy. We emphasize that this relationship only pertains to large-bodied

predators and prey > 105 g. Alterations to and variations from this relationship are explored

in the main text.

As explored in the main text, the empirically-measured PPMR for large-bodied mam-

mals results in a threshold body size for herbivore consumersM †
C . This size marks the point

where the predator population, with a body mass derived from the PPMR, cannot sustain

its own growth from the predated herbivore population, thereby driving the herbivore pop-

ulation to extinction. The size at which M †
C occurs is both dependent on the nature of the

PPMR, as well as predator specialization f . As f decreases such that the predator supports

only a fraction of its growth from predation on the herbivore consumer, M †
C increases (Fig.

A.4.

By allowing the PPMR to vary as

E(MP |MC) = v0(1 + χint)M
v1(1+χslope)
C , (A.12)

where the proportional changes in the PPMR intercept and slope are given by χint and

χslope ∈ (−0.99, 2), so does the threshold herbivore body mass M †
C and, by extension,

the related threshold predator body mass M †
P . From Fig. 4D (main text), we observe that

changing the intercept and slope of the PPMR has a large influence onM †
C andM †

P . Across

this range of potential PPMR relationships, we highlight those values for the intercept

and slope of the PPMR that permit megatrophic interactions, where both megapredators

subsist on megaherbivores at the threshold body mass (highlighted region in Fig. 4D, main

text). Fig. A.5 shows the relationship between megapredator and megaherbivore body

masses highlighted within this region. Allowing both the PPMR to vary and assuming the

megapredator is a generalist (f = 0.37) rather than a specialist enables much larger body
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sizes for megaherbivores and their associated megapredators (Fig. A.6).

A.4 Appendix IV: Derivation of harvesting mortality

We first determined the harvest rate h = h† required to drive an herbivore population to

extinction, thereby satisfying the condition C∗(MC |h) = 0 as a function of herbivore body

mass MC . This extinction-inducing harvest rate, itself now a function of consumer body

mass h†(MC), defines the rate at which the population must be harvested to drive the steady

state to zero. To compare this rate against measures of harvest both in nature and predicted

from other mathematical or computational treatments of harvest-induced extinction, we

calculated the harvest pressure ψ†, which we defined as the number of herbivore individuals

per area harvested at this rate to reduce the population to some proportion ϵ of its steady

state. This harvest pressure is thus defined by some number of individuals harvested per

year over a certain number of years to reduce the population from C∗ to its post-harvest

density ϵC∗.

To calculate harvest pressure, we first assume that at the steady state, harvest is oc-

curring on a shorter-than-generational timescale. For megaherbivores such as elephants, a

generation is ca. 25 years [169], and for harvest pressures that must be applied beyond

this period of time, we would expect population growth to counter the negative effects of

harvest. Assuming harvest-only change, we simplify the dynamics to

d

dt
C = −h†(MC)C, (A.13)

where the time to reduce C∗ to ϵC∗ is

C(t) = C0e
−h†(MC)t,

ϵC∗ = C∗e−h†(MC)t

tϵ = − log(ϵ)

h†(MC)
. (A.14)

We note that for elephant-sized herbivores and up, tϵ ≤ 23 years. While the time required

to harvest the population to ϵC∗ is only just approaching generational timescales, it should

be treated as a minimum tϵ given the effects of population growth will prolong the imposed
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harvest effort. Harvest pressure is then calculated as

ψ† =
C∗(1− ϵ)

MCtϵ
c0 = −h†(MC)

C∗(1− ϵ)

MC log(ϵ)
c0 (A.15)

where the constant c0 denotes the conversion from inds/m2/second to inds/ACA/year, where

ACA = 4.24 × 1011 m2 is the arbitrarily-chosen area of California. This conversion is par-

ticularly important for evaluating other harvest measures from the historical record and

estimates from independent models and simulations for extinct species. As described in the

main text, the extinction-inducing harvest pressure is calculated to be 4.3×103 inds/yr/ACA

for an elephant-sized organism of MC = 2.5× 106 g (see Fig 5, main text).

Harvest pressure on Pleistocene mammoths We compare our measure of harvest

pressure to that calculated for mammoths (Mammuthus primigenius) in Fordham et al. [3].

Because Fordham et al. employ a much more complex and detailed assessment of the effects

of harvest specifically for mammoths over a spatially explicit landscape, we must make a

few simplifications in order to derive a comparable estimate. First, the harvest interaction

between mammoth populations and humans is modeled as a type 2 functional response,

where, again isolating population-level effects to that of harvest we obtain

d

dt
C = − sNFC

G+ C
CmaxMC

, (A.16)

where N is the normalized human population density maximized at unity, the constant

s = 7.884 × 10−8 generations/second (where a generation is 25 years), F represents the

effectiveness of human hunting, ranging from (0.01, 0.34), Cmax = 1.875× 10−6 g/m2 is the

maximum mammoth population density (converted from the average degree-by-degree grid

cells in Siberia), G = 0.4 is the half-saturation constant, and MC = 2.5× 106

Solving for the time required to reduce the population to ϵC∗, we obtain

tmammoth
ϵ =

C∗ − CmaxGMC log
[
C∗ exp( C∗ϵ

CmaxGMC
)ϵ
]

sCmaxFMCN
. (A.17)

We then calculate the harvest pressure as

ψmammoth = c0
sCmaxFN(C∗ − C∗ϵ)

C∗ − CmaxGMC log
[
C∗ exp( C∗ϵ

CmaxGMC
)ϵ
] , (A.18)
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where the constant c0 again denotes the conversion from inds/m2/second to inds/ACA/year,

where ACA is the arbitrarily-chosen area of California. Given a range in F ∈ (0.01, 0.35

and N ∈ (0.01, 1), we obtain a distribution of values for mammoth harvest pressure with

a median value of 1.24× 104 inds/yr/ACA over the course of 9.8 years. The bounds of the

estimate range from 5×104 inds/yr/ACA over the course of 2 years to 5×102 inds/yr/ACA

over the course of ca. 200 years (the range is plotted as the vertical black line in Fig. 5,

main text). Again we emphasize that these calculations of harvest pressure are derived from

an extinction timescale that should be viewed as a minimum estimate given that we do not

account for demographic rebound.

Harvest pressure on Pleistocene Diprotodon The harvest rate needed to collapse

Diprotodon populations was calculated by Bradshaw et al. [4], where a harvest pressure of

between 400-500 inds/year/area of Australia was sufficient. Translating this to be relative

to the area of California, we obtain between 678 to 848 inds/yr/ACA, with a mean of 763.2

inds/yr/ACA.

Harvest pressure on historical elephants Loxodonta africana Elephant harvest rates

are estimated from historical documentation of the ivory trade detailed in Milner-Gulland

& Beddington [5]. While the trade volume oscillates with changes in technology, access to

habitats within Africa, and the feedbacks of trade on elephant population size, we compare

our results against estimates taken at two points in time: early in the ivory trade (1810),

and late in the ivory trade (1987). From [5] we assume that each elephant killed contributes

1.88 tusks, and that tusk mass begins at 15 kg per tusk early in trade to 5 kg per tusk in

later years. While the area from which elephants were harvested is largely unknown, we

assume the area harvested is that assessed to be suitable elephant habitat in sub-Saharan

Africa, estimated at 3.22×1012 m2 [170]. From rates of ca. 1×105 kg/yr of ivory harvested

in 1810 to ca. 9.7 × 105 kg/yr of ivory harvested in 1987, normalized to habitat area and

converted to the area of California, we obtain estimates of ca. 467 inds/yr/ACA in 1810 to

ca. 1.33× 104 inds/yr/ACA in 1987 (see Fig. 5, main text).
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Figure A.1: The effects of changes to metabolic parameters on the prediction of the mass-
density relationship.
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Figure A.2: The effects of changes to metabolic parameters on the prediction of the mass-
density relationship.
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Figure A.3: Expected predator masses for contemporary large-bodied (> 105 g) terrestrial
predators and prey. Expected predator sizes as a function of herbivore size class were de-
termined by reconstructing dietary samples from observed trophic interactions for cheetah,
wild dogs, dholes, leopards, hyenas, lions, and tigers from [10] (REF others), where masses
for both predators and prey were allowed to vary ±20% from measured estimates. The blue
line denotes the best fit relationship, given by E(MP |MC) = p0M

p1
C , where p0 = 11786.8

g and p1 = 0.194. The red line represents a modified PPMR where p′0 = p0(1 + χint) and
p′1 = p1(1+χslope) where χint = 0.97 and χslope = 1.50 that allows megatrophic interactions
and resides within the white band displayed in Fig. 2.4C,D. This relationship is entirely
hypothetical, but does not stray far from observations of contemporary species, describes
megapredators that predate on megaherbivores, and results in threshold herbivore and car-
nivore size classes that permit dynamically feasible megatrophic interactions. The black
line denotes the 1:1 line.
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Figure A.4: The effect of changing the reliance of predator growth f on the single herbivore
consumer population. If f = 1, the predator solely relies on the herbivore consumer. If
0 < f < 1, the predator relies on the herbivore population to support a fraction of its
growth. If f > 1, the predator is removing more biomass than is necessary to support its
growth. Blue region denotes herbivore threshold mass range characterizing f = 1 ± 0.1.
Yellow line denotes the mass range of contemporary elephants. Vertical dashed line denotes
the size of the largest terrestrial mammal (Deinotherium at ca. 1.74 × 107, corresponding
to f = 0.37, such that a predator is supporting a little more than 1/3 of its growth from
the herbivore consumer.
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Figure A.5: Mass ranges corresponding to feasible megatrophic interactions (where her-
bivore and predator threshold masses are > 6 × 105 g) across variations to the assumed
predator-prey mass ratio (PPMR), demarcated by the white bands in Fig. 2.4C,D, and
under the assumption specialist predation (f = 1).

Figure A.6: The effects of predator generalization on A) threshold herbivore mass M †
C

and B) threshold predator mass M †
P across variable PPMRs, where E(MP |MC) = p0(1 +

χint)M
p1(1+χslope)
C and both χint and χslope ∈ (−0.99, 2). White bands denote regions of

χint and χslope where megatrophic interactions are feasible (both perdator and herbivore
threshold masses are > 6 × 105 g). C) Mass ranges corresponding to feasible megatrophic
interactions in the white bands in A and B.
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Figure A.7



Appendix B

Supplementary Information: Body

Size and Competition Drive the

Structure and Dynamics of

Mammalian Herbivore

Communities

B.1 Appendix I: Derivation of allometric rates

The rate laws describing resource consumption as well as consumer growth and mortality

all vary as a function of consumer body mass Mi, where the consumer is assumed to be

a mammalian herbivore, and the resource is an unspecified primary producer with charac-

teristic growth rate αj , carrying capacity kj , and energy density Edj for resource j. We

approach the derivation of vital rates with respect to consumer mass by solving for multiple

timescales associated with ontogenetic growth, maintenance, and expenditure. The growth

of an individual consumer from birth mass m = m0 to its reproductive size mi = 0.95Mi is

given by the solution to the general balance condition B0imi
η = Emiṁi+Bmmi, where Emi

is the energy needed to synthesize a unit of biomass for consumer i, Bmi is the metabolic

rate to support an existing unit of biomass for consumer i, and the metabolic exponent

η = 3/4 [25]. From this balance condition, the time required for an organism starting from

83
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mass mi1 to reach mass mi2 follows

τ(mi1,mi2) = ln

(
1− (mi1/Mi)

1−η

1− (mi2/Mi)1−η

)
M1−η

i

ai(1− η)
(B.1)

where ai = B0i/Emi. From this general equation, we calculate the timescale of reproduction

for an herbivore consumer of mass Mi as tλ = τ(mi0, 0.95Mi), such that the reproductive

rate is λmax
i = ln(ν)/tλ, where ν = 2 is the set number of offspring per reproductive

cycle [18, 38]. The consumer yield coefficient is given by Yij = MiEdj/Bλi (g consumer

per g resource), where Bλi is the lifetime energy use required to reach maturity Bλi =´ tλ
0 B0imi(t)

ηdt.

Table B.1: Allometric parameters, values/units, and references.

Definition Parameter Value/Units References

Resource j
density Rj g/m2

reproduction rate αj 1/s
carrying capacity kj g/m2

Consumer i
density Ci g/m2

body mass Mi g

fat mass Mi
fat 0.02M1.19

i g [24]
muscle mass Mi

musc 0.38M1.00
i g [171]

initial body mass m0i g
timescale of growth from m1i to m2i τ(m1i,m2i) s
reproduction rate λmax

i 1/s
yield coefficient Yij (g/m2 Ci)/(g/m

2 Rj)
starvation rate σi 1/s
metabolic normalization constant B0i 0.047 Wg−1

Energy to synthesize a unit of mass Emi 5774 Jg−1 [23, 41,172]
Energy stored in a unit of mass Emi 7000 Jg−1 [23, 41,172]

To determine the rate of mortality from starvation, we calculate the time required for an

organism to metabolize its endogenous energetic stores, estimated from its cumulative fat

and muscle mass, where the remaining mass is given byM starve
i =Mi− (M fat

i +Mmusc
i ) (see

Table B.1). During starvation, we assume that an organism burns its existing endogenous

stores as its sole energy source, where the balance condition is altered to ṁiE
′
mi = −Bmimi,

where E′
mi is the amount of energy stored in a unit of biomass for consumer i (differing from

the amount of energy used to synthesize a unit of biomass Emi). The starvation timescale
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is then given by

t(σmax)i = −M
1−η
i

a′i
ln(M starve

i /Mi), (B.2)

where a′i = B0i/E
′
mi, such that the starvation rate is the σmax

i = 1/t(σmax)i.

B.2 Appendix II: Parameterization of the dynamics model

Plants are randomly drawn and parameterized as graze or browse resources. The parameters

that differ between graze and browse are digestibility and growth rate.

The growth rate parameters for browse are between 2.81 ∗ 10−10, 2.19 ∗ 10−8(1/s) [104].

The value of growth can be roughly estimated by the NPP divided by the corresponding

biomass densities. Using grasslands from data from Nairobi [105] : 811/144.617 = 1.778 ∗
10−7(1/s) (lit above ground NPP/ average above ground biomass). This is expanded to

have a similar range as the browse growth rate 1.778 ∗ 10−6 − 1.778 ∗ 10−8.

The energy density parameter uses Edi = 18200 (J/g) [18] as the starting point for

both graze and browse. This is then modified by graze and browse specific digestibilities.

The measure of plant digestibility, cell wall digestibility (CWD), is a function of the acid

detergent lignin (ADL) and neutral detergent fiber (NDF) of a plant species. It is calculated

as CWD = 100 − (ADL/NDF ∗ 100) [173], providing a range of digestibility for graze:

91.27% − 95.24% and for browse: 58.2% − 80.78%. CWD is cell wall digestibility. ADL is

acid detergent lignin. NDF is neutral detergent fiber.

Herbivore body-masses, when randomly generated, are base-10, in grams, with a uniform

random exponent between 1.0− 7.0. Adaptive consumer learning rate is set to 10 1/s.

B.3 Appendix III: Initial Conditions

Plant resource density, Rj is initialized at species specific carrying capacities, kj . Consumer

population density, Ci are initialized at their mass specific densities determined by Damuth’s

Law [1]. Foraging effort Aij is initialized as a random proportion.

B.4 Appendix IV: Mass-breadth relationships

Four models of the relationship between herbivore mass and herbivore diet-breadth are

explored. The full-connectance model refers to an interaction matrix where the herbivore
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layer is full linked to the plant layer. That is, each herbivore is trophically connected to

every plant in the system.

For the structural models of mass-breadth relationships, plants are randomly assigned

values between 0 − 1. Herbivore diet value is obtained by normalizing body-mass to be

between 0− 1 based on minimum, 100, and maximum, 108, mass values. The diet value is

then used to generate a diet range according the following equations: Positive Mass-Breadth:

value ∗ B(α, β), Negative Mass-Breadth: (1 − value) ∗ B(α, β), Nonlinear Mass-Breadth.

(4 ∗ (value − 0.5)2 + 0.2) ∗ B(α, β), where B is a Beta distribution, β = 2/3, and α = 1.

A herbivore diet center is randomly generated from between 0.5 ∗ value and the full diet

value. From this center, the herbivore diet value minimum is set as the diet center +/- half

the diet range. Any plants with values falling within this range are trophically linked to

the herbivore. The positive and negative mass-breadth relationships replicates the dietary

dynamics found in the niche model [109] and inverse niche model [110], respectively.



Appendix C

Supplementary Information: The

Dynamics of Competition

Constrain and Explain

Macroevolutionary Trends Among

Mammalian Communities Across

the Cenozoic

C.1 Appendix I: Derivation of allometric rates

The rate laws describing resource consumption as well as consumer growth and mortality

all vary as a function of consumer body mass Mi, where the consumer is assumed to be

a mammalian herbivore, and the resource is an unspecified primary producer with charac-

teristic growth rate αj , carrying capacity kj , and energy density Edj for resource j. We

approach the derivation of vital rates with respect to consumer mass by solving for multiple

timescales associated with ontogenetic growth, maintenance, and expenditure. The growth

of an individual consumer from birth mass m = m0 to its reproductive size mi = 0.95Mi is

given by the solution to the general balance condition B0imi
η = Emiṁi+Bmmi, where Emi

is the energy needed to synthesize a unit of biomass for consumer i, Bmi is the metabolic

87
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rate to support an existing unit of biomass for consumer i, and the metabolic exponent

η = 3/4 [25]. From this balance condition, the time required for an organism starting from

mass mi1 to reach mass mi2 follows

τ(mi1,mi2) = ln

(
1− (mi1/Mi)

1−η

1− (mi2/Mi)1−η

)
M1−η

i

ai(1− η)
(C.1)

where ai = B0i/Emi. From this general equation, we calculate the timescale of reproduction

for an herbivore consumer of mass Mi as tλ = τ(mi0, 0.95Mi), such that the reproductive

rate is λmax
i = ln(ν)/tλ, where ν = 2 is the set number of offspring per reproductive

cycle [18, 38]. The consumer yield coefficient is given by Yij = MiEdj/Bλi (g consumer

per g resource), where Bλi is the lifetime energy use required to reach maturity Bλi =´ tλ
0 B0imi(t)

ηdt.

Table C.1: Allometric parameters, values/units, and references.

Definition Parameter Value/Units References

Resource j
density Rj g/m2

reproduction rate αj 1/s
carrying capacity kj g/m2

Consumer i
density Ci g/m2

body mass Mi g

fat mass Mi
fat 0.02M1.19

i g [24]
muscle mass Mi

musc 0.38M1.00
i g [171]

initial body mass m0i g
timescale of growth from m1i to m2i τ(m1i,m2i) s
reproduction rate λmax

i 1/s
yield coefficient Yij (g/m2 Ci)/(g/m

2 Rj)
starvation rate σi 1/s
metabolic normalization constant B0i 0.047 Wg−1

Energy to synthesize a unit of mass Emi 5774 Jg−1 [23, 41,172]
Energy stored in a unit of mass Emi 7000 Jg−1 [23, 41,172]

To determine the rate of mortality from starvation, we calculate the time required for an

organism to metabolize its endogenous energetic stores, estimated from its cumulative fat

and muscle mass, where the remaining mass is given byM starve
i =Mi− (M fat

i +Mmusc
i ) (see

Table C.1). During starvation, we assume that an organism burns its existing endogenous

stores as its sole energy source, where the balance condition is altered to ṁiE
′
mi = −Bmimi,

where E′
mi is the amount of energy stored in a unit of biomass for consumer i (differing from
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the amount of energy used to synthesize a unit of biomass Emi). The starvation timescale

is then given by

t(σmax)i = −M
1−η
i

a′i
ln(M starve

i /Mi), (C.2)

where a′i = B0i/E
′
mi, such that the starvation rate is the σmax

i = 1/t(σmax)i.

C.2 Appendix II: Parameterization of the dynamic model

Plants resources, of a number equalling the size of the consumer community or varying

by environmental scenario (see Supplementary Appendix III), are randomly drawn and

parameterized as graze or browse resources. The parameters that differ between graze

and browse are digestibility and growth rate. The growth rate parameters for browse are

between 2.81 ∗ 10−10, 2.19 ∗ 10−8(1/s) [104]. The value of growth can be roughly estimated

by the NPP divided by the corresponding biomass densities. Using grasslands from data

from Nairobi [105] : 811/144.617 = 1.778 ∗ 10−7(1/s) (lit above ground NPP/ average

above ground biomass). This is expanded to have a similar range as the browse growth rate

1.778 ∗ 10−6 − 1.778 ∗ 10−8.

The energy density parameter uses Edi = 18200 (J/g) [18] as the starting point for

both graze and browse. This is then modified by graze and browse specific digestibilities.

The measure of plant digestibility, cell wall digestbility (CWD), is a function of the acid

detergent lignin (ADL) and neutral detergent fiber (NDF) of a plant species. It is calculated

as CWD = 100 − (ADL/NDF ∗ 100) [173], providing a range of digestibility for graze:

91.27% − 95.24% and for browse: 58.2% − 80.78%. CWD is cell wall digestibility. ADL is

acid detergent lignin. NDF is neutral detergent fiber. The adaptive consumer learning rate

is set to Gi = 10 1/s

C.3 Appendix III: Environmental Scenarios

Environmental scenarios have two variables: aridity and openness. Aridity is assumed to

determine system carrying capacity ksystem for plants. An ’arid’ environment sets carrying

capacity to 15000 g/m2. A ’humid’ environment sets carrying capacity to 30000 g/m2.

Openness is assumed to determine potential diet partitioning, as represented by the number

of distinct plant resources present in the system. An ’open’ environment sets the number
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of resources to 2/3 the number of consumers. A ’closed’ environment sets the number of

resources to 4/3 the number of consumers.

C.4 Appendix IV: Herbivore Body Mass Distributions

Table C.2: Body sizes (g) of mammalian fauna in the Linxia Basin

Period Oligocene M.Miocene L.Miocene L.Miocene Pliocene Pleistocene

Fuana Jiaozigou Laogou Dashengou Yangjiashan Shilidun Longdan

24030124 3418146 5712059 5814225 2601720 3994735
Mass 22258121 3009953 5443095 5259194 2329010 3007620
(g) 4351615 2732138 5259194 2601720 1797143 682112

1911407 2518920 2411613 2411613 1029299 577099
1098237 1817159 1717728 1512330 469459 320645
985935 1225585 1701080 1277050 462529 304320
619804 973498 1512330 784185 255354 267465
169248 439666 1029299 462529 169708 262032
140359 328973 224749 255354 155171 225116
69164 254695 211341 250402 151127 140916
2905 162678 204038 232003 132252 121966

44019 134376 177549 129147 40002
38131 125567 134234 43320 27686
36005 87985 125567 31815 26930
16300 44833 124219 23777 23777
10177 39863 109148 482 780
1219 18033 44833 754
440 792 43320 423
328 361 40136 286
153 31815 120
146 18033 102
119 792
108 71
20
20
17
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C.5 Appendix V: Initial Conditions

Plant resource density, Rj is initialized at species specific carrying capacities, kj . Consumer

population density, Ci are initialized at their mass specific densities determined by Damuth’s

Law [1]. Foraging effort Aij is initialized as a random proportion.

C.6 Appendix VI: Mass-breadth relationship

For the structural model of mass-breadth relationships, plants are randomly assigned values

between 0 − 1. Herbivore diet value is obtained by normalizing body-mass to be between

0 − 1 based on minimum, 100, and maximum, 108, mass values. The diet value is then

used to generate a diet range according the following equation for Negative Mass-Breadth:

(1− value) ∗B(α, β), where B is a Beta distribution, β = 2/3, and α = 1. A herbivore diet

center is randomly generated from between 0.5 ∗ value and the full diet value. From this

center, the herbivore diet value minimum is set as the diet center +/- half the diet range.

Any plants with values falling within this range are trophically linked to the herbivore. The

negative mass-breadth relationship replicates the dietary dynamics found in the inverse

niche model [110].
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